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by new owner
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Murray regents' chairman says Stroup
feels her place is here at Murray State

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
,

MONDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 27. 1989

Tonight, partly cloudy and
cold. Low in the mid 20s. Light
northeast wind.
Tuesday, becoming cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
light rain. High in the low to
mid 40s.

NATIONAL

SEOUL, South Korea — President Bush today pledged continued
troop support for South Korea and called for lower trade barriers as he
wrapped up a five-day Asian trip and headed home to a fierce political
battle over John Tower's nomination.
WASHINGTON — John Tower, angling for Democratic support in
a bitter confirmation battle, says he will swear off alcohol if he is
approved as defense secretary and would he "obliged to resign- if he
broke the vow.
WASHINGTON -- When a conservative activist told the Senate
Armed Services Committee he had seen former Sen. John Tower drunk._
in public, he set off-a- chain of events shattering the assumption that the
Senate will protect its own no matter what.
,

MURRAY, Ky. (AP) -chairman of Murray State University's board of regents says university president Kala Stroup's name
apparently was submitted as a candidate for president of a Florida
University by another individual or
(q-ganization.
"I think that: honestly. Kala
ants to stay at Murray,- Robert
Carter said.
Carter said Stroup told him she
didn't apply for the job."
Stroup, who could not be reached Saturday for comment, on Friday became one of 12 semifinalists
for president of the University of

Central Florida in Orlando, a job
she has said she wasn't seeking.
The security of Stroup's position
at Murray has been the subject of
speculation since Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson appointed three new
regents to the board last year.
replacing two of her previous
supporters.
Stroup has been president since
10811, and withstood a tough
contract-renewal dispute in 1986.
tier current four-year contract ends
in mid-I990.
The regents, under an informal
agreement they made with the president when she came to Murray,

11;rc

es it L. 1

Carter said.
Carter said
at-To!r.l.
regu'..arix
-1 cda
meeting, to evaluate Stroup
,.ontract purposes. then report
the hoard.
Asked if he helloed the contra,:
kould he reneWed, he said he had
"no feelings on that at all. If I had
a feeling on that. I v,ouldn't
appoint this committee."
He did say that "from the in,ttution's standpoint. I th:nk
front'd

on page 2)
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Economists say

S(no)w problems

1989 growth to

slow; inflation
and interest up

STATE
SAN FRANCISCO — Lawyers for fashion designer Calvin Klein
and dozens of others who invested in Spendthrift Farm near Lexington,
Ky., will finally get their day in court.
MA VSVILLE — City Manager Dennis Redmond isn't alone in
thinking the once-controversial AA highway will help pave the way to
opportunity in this northeastern Kentucky town of about 7,800 people.
ASHLAND — Record rainfall in parts of the 981-mile Ohio Valley
basin has the Army Corps of Engineers facing a dilemma.
HARLAN — Nowhere is the juxtaposition of Ann Simonton's two
lives more evident than in her appearance this month in the heralded
Snorts Illustrated 25th anniversary swimsuit issue.

SPORTS
IRVING, Texas — Tom Landry returns home to ponder the end of
his 29-year coaching career with the Dallas Cowboys, the victim of a
dramatic ownership change of one of the NFL's most stable franchises.
LAS VEGAS — After ending eight months of inactivity with a
fifth-round knockout of Frank Bruno, Mike Tyson plans to fight again
in May against an opponent yet to be decided.
COLUMBIA, Mo. — Oklahoma stays on top for two weeks before
the No. 1 jinx catches up with the Sooners, but Coach Billy Tubbs says
it is better to be there and lose than not to get there at all.
SAN FRANCISCO — The hot air that blew north out of Scottsdale.
Ariz„ a year ago was missing as the San Francisco Giants held their
first full-squad workout.
MIAMI — Bill Glasson's third-round 67 gives him a one-stroke
lead over Mark Calcavecchia going into the final day of the Doral
Open golf tournament.

Billy Sanderson, above, works to clear away some of the over four inches of snow which hit the area
overnight. Below, Paul Fennell of the Murray Street Department uses a chainsaw to remove a downed
limb on N. 8th St.
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New poll says
men slie:htly
more likely to
favor abortion
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The dollar was
mostly lower in quiet early
European trading today. Gold
prices rose.
Foreign currency dealers said
the market is bracing for an
expected international interest
rate reshuffling and a host of
U.S. economic indicators due
out later this week.
In Tokyo, where trading ends
before Europe's business day
begins, the dollar closed at
126.00 yen, down 0.29 yen from
Thursday's close.
,('oni'd on page 2
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and A a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Scouting museum gives new meaning to the word
The National Museum of the
Boy Scouts of America, located on
the campus of Murray State University, will attract both attention
and visitors to Murray and the
lakes region this summer. During
its first three summer seasons, the
museum drew nearly 30,000 visitors from every state in the nation
and several foriegn countries.
Hundreds of Scouts and Scouters
from around the country, are

expected to visit the museum this
summer on their way to the 12th
National Jamboree in Fort A.P.
Hill, Virginia. The jamboree, held
every four years, will take place
August 2-8. Over 34,000 Boy
Scouts and 65,000 additional visitors are expected to attend this
national event. Troops visiting the
museum this summer on their way
to the jamboree will be camping
and 'exploring throughout the lakes

egion
Visitors to the national Scou:
Museum find one of the most modern and innovative museums in the
country. This 50,000-square -foot
facility is a "hands-on- -museum.
employing state-of-the-art electron':
ic exhibits and theaters as well as
more traditional displays and even
live drama to tell the story of
Scouting in America and around
the world.

.
_ .
:--oni,•s and special
vs orld's, Epcot ('e in
7ograms appeal to !,
:ion -Scouts, yout!
Don't expect 10 stand ha,k
)('ont'd on page 21
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Museum...

Nearby camping facilities are
plentiful and the Murray community offers motel and restaurant
accommodations. The Museum will
be open daily June 1 through Labor
Day, 1989, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
for its fourth summer season.
Additional information may be
obtained from the Museum at (502)
762-3383, or by writing the
National Museum of the Boy
Scouts of America, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071.

(Cont'd from pare 1)
watch at the Scout Museum, where
visitors are encouraged to participate in the action. For openers,
:here is an outdoor ropes and team
..ourse. Gateway Park is much like
he BSA's COPE courses found in
Scout camps and high adventure
bases throughout the country. The
park is designed to provide a funfilled and challenging experience
for Scout troops, Cub Scout packs.
families and anyone who enjoys an
adventure. The museum has now
(Cont'd from pare I)
limited the number of visitors
admitted to the park to insure pre- change would probably set the uniservation of the high educational versity back three years."
The University of Central Floristandards set by the COPE-type
da
said Friday that candidates for
system. Participation in Gateway
Park is now by reservation only, the president's job there either
with the exception of a daily applied or were nominated.
2-hour course at noon for families
A search committee for the uniand individuals. An additional fee versity reviewed a list of 31 candiof SI.50 will be charges for partici- dates Wednesday and strongly
pation in the Park.
endorsed five, including Stroup.
Then there is Patrol Theater, The 12 semifinalists picked by a
where a Scout patrol asks visitors board of regents panel should be
to help find a missing child via narrowed to five after interviews
computerized keypads. In the next week, the Florida school said.
Carter said he doesn't know if
Amazing Adventure, visitors test
their Scouting skills and their abili- Stroup will remain in the running
ty to cooperate with others in a for the Florida presidency. But noting that the Florida school is bigger
dark and scarcy maze.
than
Murray, Carter said he
But that's just the beginning.
irwouldn't
be surprised if she did.
Murray the Robot, the Museum's
if
somebo
dy contacts (a
official host, will tell camping stomanagement-level employee) to
ries and sing silly songs at the
take a step up, I would certainly
touch of a keypad. The Scoutarsay
that you're a ... fool not to go
ound Theater, in a dramatic multilook
at it."
media presentation on seven huge
screen's, eloquently demonstrates
Stroup has been approached
why for over 78 years Scouting has
before about various university
become the most successful youth
jobs and has withdrawn her name,
movement in history. And in an
Carter said.
exhibit called The Beginnings, visi"She really feels her place is at
tors will see and hear the founders
Murray. She feels like it fits her
of Scouting - Lord Robert Badenand she fits Murray," he said.
Powell, Daniel Carter Beard,
Dr. Stroup was in a meeting
Ernest Thompson Seton and James
today
and unavailable for
E. West - recreated through the
comments.
magic of robotics and animation.
The National Scouting museum
Two-year-old killed
adds another new dimension to
traditional museum exhibit techin one-car accident
niques with live theatre, where professional actors actually bring the
A 2-year-old Sedalia boy was
history of Scouting to life with stokilled in a one-car accident near
ries like "The Unknown Scout" and
Mayfield yesterday.
"Echoes in the Fire," from the
Christopher Shane Grogan, a
SPINNERS! collection.
passenger in a car driven by his
SPINNERS! is a seris of brief
mother, 25-year-old Mary B. Groplays presented in the Museum.
gan, died when she lost control of
SPINNERS! is also adapted for
her car on Hwy. 97 about one and a
performances at school assemblies,
half miles south of Mayfield, state
Scout events and churches; and
police said.
SPINNERS! tours the United States
The car struck a culvert, throweach Spring prior to the Museum's
ing the boy and his mother from
opening.
the vehicle. According to police,
For traditionalists, the museum
neither were wearing safety
owns 53 of Norman Rockwell's
restraints.
'original Scouting works of art. The
Mary Grogan was listed in critiRockwell paintings are easily the
cal condition last night at Lourdes
most famous of the more than
Hospital in Paducah.
30,000 objects in the facility's S7
Failed lock cited
million collection.
Formerly known as the Johnston
in United accident
Historical Museum and located in
HONOLULU (AP) — A failed
North Brunswick, N.J., the
Museum was closed in 1979 when lock may have caused a United
the Boy Scouts of America relo- Airlines jumbo jet's cargo door to
cated its headquarters to Irving, pop open at 22,000 feet, ripping a
Texas. The Museum's new home is huge hole up the side of the plane
on the campus of Murray State and sending nine passengers. to
University in western Kentucky their deaths, federal investigators
and within a day's drive of 80 mil- say.
lion Americans.
Damage to the plane is consisRenovated and developed at a tent with the cargo door popping
cost to date of just less than S14 open under pressurization of the
million, an additional S5 million cabin as the jet gained altitude and
will be spent to fully complete the atmospheric pressure outside the
museum. Currently open in the aircraft declined, National Transsummer months only, the museum
portation Safety Board investigator
expects to open on a year-round
Lee Dickinson said at a late Saturbasis by 1991.
day news conference.

Stroup...

Assorted activities at the National Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America cover a wide range of events.
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Tower pledges to swear off alcohol

WASHINGTON (AP) — John doubt, if any senator has a serious
Tower's pledge to swear off alco- doubt about the competence of a
hol if approved as defense secret- candidate, that he should err on the
ary left two undecided Senate side of safety," said Breaux. "In
Democrats unmoved today and that case, it indicates voting
pledging they will go over all evi- negatively."
Asked whether Tower's promise
dence on the nominee's character
to refrain from drinking had
before deciding how to vote.
"I think you have to review all swayed him, Heflin said he plans
the evidence. I'm trying to be to read the classified FBI report on
open-minded, judicial and fair Tower today and "will review the
about it," Sen. Howell Heflin of evidence of the drinking problem."
Alabama, one of several Southern
Democrats still considered open to
the White House lobbying effort
for Tower, said on ABC's "Good (Cont'd from page 1)
Morning America."
bigger drop — from 40 percent
Sen. John Breaux, D-La., said on three months ago to 19 percent
the same program that he would now.
vote against Tower if the vote were
But the belief that the current
today despite the embattled nomi- expansion, which has already
nee's extraordinary pledge on lasted a peacetime record of six
Sunday.
years, will keep steaming ahead for
"I think that if we have a serious two more years is still a minority
view held by just one-fourth of the
economists surveyed.
The median forecast for growth
this year, as measured by the gross
(Cont'd from page 1)
national product, was 2.7 percent,
tion "if there is a strong chance of up slightly from a
2.5 percent estia serious defect in the baby."
mate made three months ago.
But support declined to about 30
That is still one-half percentage
percent when people were asked if point lower than
the
abortions should be permitted if: nistration's estimate Bush admithat the GNP
"The family had very low will expand at the
robust
clip of 3.2
income and couldn't afford any percent in 1989.
more children"; the woman "is
The administration is counting
married and does not want any
on
faster growth to bring in more
more children"; the woman "is not
married and does not want to marry revenues and help it lower the
the man"; or the woman "wants budget deficit without the need to
the abortion for any reason at all." resort to higher taxes.
On the question of interest rates,
The poll results come against a
another
critical component of the
backdrop of undiminished conbudget deficit because of the cost
troversy over abortion questions.
of financing the $2.7 trillion
"Pro-life" activists have national debt, the business economblocked entrances to abortion clin- ists see short-term rates hitting
a
ics in Louisville, Lexington and peak of 8.5 percent this
year and
several other parts of the country then beginning to decline
to 7.8
and tried unsuccessfully to keep a percent by the end of 1989.
New York man from allowing an
The administration is forecasting
abortion to be performed on his substantially lower rates for
this
comatose wife.
year.
Last week, the U.S. Supreme
The survey was taken before the
Court refused to delay enforcement Federal Reserve boosted the
disof a 1986 Kentucky statute that count rate on Friday to a three-yea
r
requires unmarried minors to get high of 7 percent. An increase
in
parental consent or court approval the discount rate, the interest the
before getting an abortion.
central bank charges to make loans
And the Supreme Court will to commercial banks, is the most
review a case that may change the dramatic gesture the Fed can make
law on abortion.
to show its determination to push
Justice Harry Blackmun wrote in the cost of credit higher and damRoe vs. Wade in 1973 that an abor- pen inflationary pressures.
tion is part of a woman's constituThe business economists
tional right to privacy. During the expressed strong support for the
first three months of pregnancy, Fed's inflation -fighting battle, with
Blackmun said, "The attending 70 percent expecting the board to
physician, in consultation with his boost interest rates further in the
patient, is free to determine, with- next six months.
out regulation by the state, that, in
While expressing an urgent need
his medical judgment, the patient's for Congress and the administration
pregnancy should be terminated." to reach an agreement on a credible
In January the court agreed to deficit reduction plan, the business
review the constitutionality of a economists generally supported
Missouri law that bans abortions in Bush's stand against new taxes.
public hospitals and clinics and Only about 15 percent of those
says human life "begins at surveyed said they believed tax
conception."
increases should be emphasized
Blackmun has predicted his deci- over cutting government spending.
sion in Roe vs. Wade will be overAmong the government progruled during this court term, and rams which should face the knife,
a
some observers think the Missouri large majority of the economist
s,
case may provide the means.
72 percent, favored slashing farm
The results of the Bluegrass subsidies. Cuts in military spending
State Poll show that Kentuckians were favored by 55 percent while
are slightly less inclined to say 47 percent believed Social Security
abortions should be allowed than cost-of-living increases should
be
were people in a nationwide survey pared to reduce the budget
deficit.
conducted last year by the National
Among those who advocated
Opinion Research Center at the raising taxes to help get
the deficit
University of Chicago.
under control, the overwhelming
The greatest divergence in the favorite place to look
was an
two surveys came on the issue of increase in the gasoline
tax, preallowing an abortion if there's like- ferred by 71 percent,
followed by
ly to be a defect in the baby.
51 percent who said user fees for
Only 64 percent of the Kentuc- government services
should be
kians said an abortion should be increased.
permitted in that circumstance,
On other topics, the business
compared with 76 percent in the economists said:
center's poll, which asked almost
—Inflation will worsen this year
identical questions.
with consumer prices climbing by
4.8 percent, compared to an
increase of 4.4 percent in both
1987 and 1988.
—The merchandise trade deficit,
which dropped by 20 percent to
$137 billion last year, will continue
improving but at a slower rate in
The Calloway County Fire1989, falling by 12 percent to $120
Rescue Squad responded to three
billion.
calls over the weekend, according
—Unemployment will show
to information officer Mike Sykes. little change, averaging 5.5 percent
At 5:36 p.m. Friday, a possible
for the year, the same as in 1988.
structure fire was reported at InterThis estimate was based on a belief
state Battery at Ky. 94 East and
that the economy will be expanding
Industrial Rd. Upon arrival no fire
enough to take care of new entrants
was found by the building was into the labor force but not fast
filled with smoke. Three units and
enough to make further inroads in
11 men removed the smoke in
the jobless rate.
around 30 minutes.
—Personal consumption spendA structure and field fire was
ing, which accounts for two-thirds
reported Saturday around 3 p.m. on
of overall economic activity, will
property owned by Dusty Cothran
grow by 2.5 percent this year, little
on Highway 732. A small storage
changed from last year, with new
shed had already been destroyed
housing starts and new auto sales
upon arrival and the fire had spread
remaining close to last year's
to a field. The fire burned about levels.
four acres before being extinThe survey on economic projecguished. Four units and 12 men
tions was based on responses from
brought the fire under control in an 69 economists who make up the
hour.
association's economic forecasting
Sunday at noon, there was a field
panel while the assessments of
fire on Highway 464. A small roadbudgetary and monetary policy
y
side fire was extinguished by one
came from a broader surve of
unit and four men in 30 minutes
nearly 300 of the association's
with only minor damage occurring.
members.

Growth...

Abortion...

Fire-Rescue Squad
answers calls over
the weekend: Sykes
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PERSPECTIVE
Ten years ago

Twenty years ago
Army Pfc. Jerry D. Newsome is
serving as a helicopter mechanic
near Chu Lai, Vietnam.
John McKee, a freshman flute
and piccato player from Murray
High School, and Mary Jane
Buchanan, a viola player from
Murray University School, are pictured at rehearsal of Purchase Area
Youth Symphony Orchestra at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Beck and a girl
to Dr. and Mrs. John A. Baker,
Feb. 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mickey Kondratko, Feb. 22.
Miss Marie Constance Clark and
Robert Joseph Norsworthy were
married Feb. 15 at St. Paul's
American Lutheran Church,
Detroit. Mich.
Thirty years ago
Notification went out this week
from J.G. Chemists here in Murray

to their customers over the nation
that effective March 1, 1959, that
their adhesive division will begin
full operation in the Murray plant,
according to Don Keller, manager.
Recents births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Outland, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Tutt, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Oldfield
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Asmus.
W.B. McCuiston was initiated as
a new member of Murray Lions
Club at its meeting on Feb. 24 at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Paul Paschall presented a
lesson on "Short Cuts in Sewing"
at a meeting of Kirksey Homemakers Club at her home.

Forty years ago
An average of S30.57 per 100
pounds was reported for sale of
dark fired tobacco on Feb. 25,
according to Cecil Thurmond,
reported for the Murray market.
Three men were arrested by
Kentucky State Police on Feb. 25
for failing to stop automobiles for
school buses on highways leading
into Murray. They appeared before
Judge Pink Curd and were fined for
violation of school bus regulations.
The history of South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church was given
by Otho Clark on a radio program
on Feb. 21 at 8:30 a.m. at the
church.

Letters To The Editor

Local air of friendliness
receives commendation
Dear editor:
This letter is addressed to all the
service people of Murray; to anyone who deals on a daily basis with
the general populace. I would like
to thank you publicly for the courtesy you extend so warmly. The
wonderful spirit of hospitality in
our town was recently brought
home to me by spending a week on
the southeast coast of. Florida.
While l.was there I - lived a "normal" lifestyle, shopping in grocery
and department sto'res, 'eating in
restaurants, and dealing with service people. What I encountered
there from the time I walked out of
the airport at West Palm Beach
until the time I returned there a
week later made me appreciate
Murray all the more.
To come home to a town where.
no matter where I go. people smile
and say "Howdy" was heavenly.
Yes, it's true that I was born here
and that I'm related to a large portion of the native population of
Calloway County. but I've made
the choice to live here and I've
never regretted it. As a matter of
fact, I've never been more proud of
a place than when I was on the
plane home from Florida. I was
talking with a European gentlemen
next to me and mentioned that I
was from Kentucky. His immediate
response was,"Yes, Kentucky. I've
been there. That's where everyone
smiles at you and speaks to you,
even if they don't know you." So it
is in Murray. You don't have to be
a native to receive smiles from the
people here. Courteous service is
the norm. Sometimes it takes
traveling away to make us realize
how really good we have it.
By now all the grousers about
this hick, one-horse town will have
gone on to other things but if

you're still with me, let me give
you a suggestion. Spend a week in
January in Southeastern Florida. In
that. week you may encounter one
friendly waitress, one nice service
station attendant. and a lot of
motorists who'll question your
ancestry if you're not doing 40
miles an hour five seconds after the
light changtes to green.
If you really want a taste of the
"good life" in sunny Florida, have
your car stall on a Sunday afternoon on Highway Al A and try to
get assistance. In an hour and a
half of waiting for a tow truck.
three cars and a policeman stopped
to offer assistance. The policeman
was nice enough to run my name
and driver's license through his
computer and tell me that I was
clean. I could go on and on, but
suffice it to say that with each day•
came new adventures in culture
shock.
After listening to the local residents tell of daylight muggings and
robberies, encountering surly sales
people and cut-throat traffic, I was
more than a little glad to get back
to our "sleepy one-horse town."
When asked if I was considering
southeast Florida as a retirement
home, it took all my self-control to
conceal my horror and simply
decline the invitation. Now when I
hear folks mouthing and grumbling
about Murray, I'm simply going to
smile because I know they've never been away.
Again, to all of the husiness..peo.:,
pie, public servants and citizens of
Murray: Thank you for making
Murray such a pleasant place to
Sincerely,
Kathy Lyons
1406 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Walking-horse show decried
Dear editor:
I am sorry indeed to learn that a
group is trying to promote shows
involving Tennessee Walking
Horses in Murray. If the general
public which attend such shows
knew about the horrible cruelty
involved in training and showing

these horses, thcy. would not think
their unnatural, high-stepping gate
beautiful at all. I do not think such
activities will enhance the image of
Murray to newcomers at all.
Belva Neidinger
Rt. 7
Murray, Ky. 42071
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These heretics pay through the nose

Looking Back
Airman First Class Maressa A.
Buchanan Sistrunk is serving at
Malmstrom Air Force Base, Great
Falls, Mont.
Fire destroyed the home of
Bruce Ottway on Highway 121
North yesterday.
A goal of $11,124 will be sought
by volunteer solicitors for Calloway County Chapter of American
Red Cross in its drive to begin
March I with a kickoff breakfast at
Holiday Inn.

PMa. 4

Our government and many
others have denounced the Ayatollah Khomeini for the death
sentence he placed upon the
author of a novel that has offended the Islamic world. And
for offering a bounty of up to $3
million for anyone who bumps
off the writer.
Individuals throughout the
world are expressing horror that
a "hit" should be ordered for
someone merely for writing a
work of fiction.
As Studs Terkel, the famous
Chicago author and radio interviewer,, told me: "I was going to
have Salman Rushdie on my
show to talk about his book. And
now he's got to hide in England
'cuz they're going to kill him. Ras
the world gone nuts?'
But I can't share this indignation. Death, after all, is the punishment for heresy in the
Moslem religion.
And I can sympathize with the
true believers of that religion
whose sensibilities have been
offended.
That's because I belong to a
religion that also carries a severe punishment for those who
would dare scoff at our beliefs.
As I've written before, I am a
member of the Church of Asylumism and believe it is the one
and only true faith.
For those who are not familiar
with the Church of Asylumism. I
will provide a brief history. Then
I'll explain how we punish
heretics.
Our church was founded by Dr.
I.M. Kookle, one of the world's
leading experts on lots of things.
In our church, he is called the
Prophet Kookie.

Many people don't share our
beliefs. And that's fine. We don't
Impose our faith on others. In
fact, we try to limit the membership of the Church of Asylurnlsm.
It would be unwise to convert
masses to our faith. There are
not enough shrinks to go
around.
However, we do expect to be
accorded the same respect that
we extend to those of other
faiths.
If others wish to fight holy
wars, blow each other up. whip.
flog, discriminate, ostracize. hijack. riot and murder - all in the
name of religion - we do not
criticize or deny them their
means of showing devotion to
their faith.
To the contrary. As the Book
of Kook tells us:
"It Just shows that we're right.
This is one big booby hatch."
However, we expect the same
respect to be shown to our faith.
And we have ways of punishing
those who fail to show proper
respect.

As Prophet Kookie has revealed in the Book of Kook, man
Is not native to this planet. He
did not evolve from monkeys. as
some people believe, or descend
from Adam and Eve, as others
insist.
Millions of years ago, a highly
advanced race of peaceful,
happy beings on a distant
planet had a perfect society. But
they developed a social problem. A few hundred of them became deranged. Their madness
took different forms. Some stole
or became violent. Others tried
to become lawyers. Some
wanted to form political parties.
And a few claimed that God
spoke to them and told them
how everybody should live.

Unfortunately, this has occurred in recent days.
After I revealed the existence
of the Church of Asylumism. I
received numerous calls and
letters from those who were, to
say the least. rude.
One woman called and
shrieked: "You and this guy
Kookie sound like a couple of
nuts."
A man phoned and said: 'That
Is the most ridiculous religion I
have ever heard of, and this
Prophet Kookie ought to be in a
nut house himself."

So they were rounded up, put
on a spaceship, and a search
was made for an uninhabited
planet that would serve as an
asylum. They found this planet.
As the Book of Kook reveals:
"The spaceship crew that
dumped them here nampcilthis
planet Earth, because in their
language, the word Earth means
'booby hatch."
Thus, we are all descended
from this group of transplanted
lunatics, which explains man's
eccentric behavior throughout
recorded history.

And a letter came from a person who said: "You and this
Kookie person will fry in hell for
spreading this kind of garbage"
Well, it is one thing to insult
my faith. I hold only the title of
High Inmate in the Church of
the Asylurnism. We do not have
titles such as deacon bish(f)
rabbi or ayatollah.
Our rankings are Inmate. I1i411
Inmate, Ward Attendant, Shrink.
High Shrink and, of course. l'he
Prophet. (Should we ever hive
our own religious TV show his
title will be changed 1) :he
Profit.)
There is no penalty for
suiting the rest of us bait we
not tolerate any slurs aoirtst
the Prophet Kookie As the Book
of Kook says on this subject
"The Prophet Kookie is not
be tnsulted, abused. ridiculed ;
have his hubcaps stolen
-Me punishment for these of
lenses is severe. Anyone who vi
olates this rule will be sen
tenced to having his or her rinse
tweaked."
So, with the greatest solemnity, I must announce that those
who have insulated and
ridiculed the Prophet Kookie
now face retribution.
You have been sentenced in
having your noses tweaked. And.
as High Inmate, I am offertnc
$1 reward to those who twe,-ik
the nose of those who have
committed the offense.
This bounty has been or
proved by the Prophet fi.(x)kle
In fact, he Is so offended,
said:
"If the offender has a cold
a runny nose, the bounty
You have been warned.

Business Mirror

Economy may see stormy weather
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Prices and
interest rates are rising, economists
are shaving their growth forecasts
and many Americans are putting up
the storm shutters, preparing for
the economy's version of winter.
But, while the portents are ominous. this isn't necessarily the prelude to winter, particularly so
severe a winter as that which
plagued the economy in the late
1970s and led to the deep-freeze
recession of 1981-1982.
There are some differences.
There are even some encouraging
breaks in the clouds, enough so
that some observers remain convinced inflation isn't an immediate
threat. Among them, it seems, are
some in the White House.
Moreover, while few economists
would claim that a slowdown could
be made without pain, a growing
number seem to believe that future
economic extremes can be constrained, and that pain need not he
as intense as in the past.
More and more of them talk
about such things as "rolling readjustments," in which recessions in
some geographical areas arc
accompanied by good times in
others, and downturns in some
industries iare..9ffsek. by upturns in
offierS7
But aside from this broad factor,
there are some specifics that lend
encouragement.
There remains, for example, a
good deal of price competition in
goods, as demonstrated by Sears,
Roebuck's plan for "everyday low
pricing," a policy under which tags
on some items will be cut 50
percent.
The car companies are competing, especially through rebates and
subsidized interest rates. Moreover,
inventories are sufficiently large to
all but assure a continuation of this
discounting through much of the
spring and summer.
If that isn't enough to keep some
prices in line, then global competition might come into play. Long
gone are the days when American
companies could ignore foreign
competition. Now, overpricing
means lost market share.
Another factor. consumer resistance, is evident in various areas of
the economy. For several years, for
instance, it seemed there was no
limit to increases in housing prices.
Now, some asking prices are being
cut.
American production efficiency
is still another factor. Billions of
dollars have been spent on
improved plant and equipment in
recent years, and that means manutactUred products are being turned
out at relatively lower costs.
Technological changes and ingenious software, for example, have
vastly raised the power of small

computers without equivalent
increases in price. And those
improvements are destined to continue,.since high-tech investment is

up.
A 'changed work ethic now helps
to reduce inflationary pressures.
Wages in the past few years have
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Singles to hear Naberezny

4

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce ht.ildlng. Dr. Dave Naberezny of the
Counseling and Testing Center, Murray State University. speak about
"Counselors and Counseling" suited to the singles situation. Following the
prograr,n, the group will go to Shoney's for refreshments. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational. apolitical support and social group for all
single adults whether always single. divorced or separated. For more
information call Pamela, 753-7638. or Paul. 753-7351.

. Secretaries schedule seminar
"Visions of A Changing Role" will he the theme of the seminar, sponsored by Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International. on
Saturday, March 4, from 8130 to 10:30 a.m. at Curris Center, Murray
State University. Dr. Bobby Malone, assistant to the dean. College of
Education, N1SU. will be the seminar leader. Malone earned his B.S.,
M.E.D. and E.D.D. from Mississippi State University. A buffet breakfast
from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. will he included. The cost will he S8 per person
and the check should be made payable to Murray Chapter. PSI. Reservations should he made hy Tuesday. Feb. 28. with Marcia Johnson. P.O.
751-68 17 after 5 p.m.
Box 1313, Murray, K. 420-7 1. or call '

Patients arc dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Steve Sexton. Murray. from Lourdes, Paducah. Gary Burkeen, Rt.
1, Dexter. Jamie Kay Williams. Jen: Suiter and Forrest Garland, all -of
Rt. 1. Farmington,, from Community Hospital. Mayfield.

Circle plans luncheon event
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will have a luncheon and program on Wednesday. March
1, at 11:30 a.m. at the church. All members and interested persons are
urged to attend, a circle spokesman said.

Parker named to Dean's List
Wendy Lynn Parker, daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Joe Parker,
2012 College Farm Rd.. Murray, ha: been honored for academic achievement during fall semester quarter at David Lipscomb University, Nashville. Tenn. She has been placed on the honor roil for earning a gradepoint
average between 3.5 and 3.99 during the quarter, according to Dr. James
T. Arnett, vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculty.
Parker, an art major, is a graduate of Calloway County High School.

TEL Ni )1\T---E
CONNECTEIN
by
T. Dwane Tucker
Manager South Central Bell

Everyone is concerned about rising costs. But
Murray/Calloway County residents might be surprised to
find, out what a good bargain telephone service is
compared to the increased cost over the past five years
of just about everything else in the family budget.
Since February 1984 the overall cost of living has
increased by about 17.1 percent. But consider these
facts:
*A 1ittle less of the average--Kentuoky--family's--income
(0.56 percent) goes to pay for local telephone service
today than it did in 1984 (0.61 percent).
For Social Security recipients. local phone service
takes about the same percentage (3.2 percent) of
average monthly benefits now as it did in 1984.
•Local phone service takes about the same hours of
work (1.6 hours) for the average Kentucky
manufacturing worker to pay for today as it did in 1984.
South Central Bell has worked hard to keep down the
price of local telephone service. We've streamlined our
operations and taken advantage of the latest technology
whenever possible. We've made it easier to afford
service by reducing service connection charges and
security deposits for new service.
Today, more people in Murray/Calloway than ey.gr
before have telephone service, and South Central Bell
remains committed to its objective of providing
Kentuckians basic telephone service at the most
affordable price.
• • •

On April 1, 1989, South Central Bell will cut into
service a state-of-the-art telephone switching system in
Murray which will provide enhanced new services such
as Call Waiting, Call Forwarding, Three-Way Calling
immediately and many other Information Age features in
the future. Additional long distance companies will
provide service on a competitive basis. Customers are
being mailed a ballot providing information about these
long distance companies and requesting that one be
selected as the preferred company for all 0+ and 1+
calls made to locations beyond Western Kentucky.

Sorority installs oi icers

Classes planned at school
The Mayfield-Graves County Area Vocational Center will offer classes
in Bank Teller, Tourism/Hospitality beginning Monday, March 13. These
classes will be offered from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday and
Friday and will end April 14 for a total of 90 hours. The classes will be
located at the Purchase Area Training Center, Highway 45 North, across
from Baptist Baptist College, Mayfield. Louise Saxon will be instructor
for Bank Teller, and the instructor for Tourism/Hospitality will be
announced later. The total cost for both classes will be $30 per person.
For more information on the classes and to enroll, call Betty Wade at
1-247-3743.

Class reunion being planned
Reidland High School Class of 1969 is planning for its 20th anniversary reunion on Aug. 18 and 19. Anyone who knows the whereabouts of
the graduates of this class please mail the information to Reunion '89,
P.O. Box 2836, Paducah, Ky. 42002-2836; or call Donna Darnell Knott,
1-443-5625, or Gene'Willoughby, 1-554-5030.

Girl Scout cookies to be in soon

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority recently installed
new officers. The are, from left, top photo, Lesa Stanley, Bonnie
Bogart, Kathy Wrye, Kathy Bybee, Anna Bailey and Renata Bogard.
Three new pledges are, from left, bottom photo, Sharon Bybee, Melanie Lowe and not pictured, Gina Shipley.

Girl Scout Cookies ordered in January will be delivered March 10-26,
according to a release from Jane Baker, finance director, and Donna
Peterson, assistant PR/marketing director of Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council. Additional cookies may also be purchased at booth sales around
the city and county. Girl Scout cookies sell for S2 per package. These
include seven varieties. Profits from the annual cookie sale are used to
fund troop program, camp properties development and special projects.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY', FEBRUARY 28, 1989
of today. Beware of those who would
ARIES
cheat you of your money. Catch up on
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Be wary of unscrupulous types in
correspondence.
your financial dealings today. Some SCORPIO
advice you receive in business now (Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
proves helpful. Re-evaluate a travel
Try not to be too harsh in your
plan.
judgments of others today. What is
TAURUS
black or white to you may be more
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
complicated than it appears. Guard
Mixing friendship and business
against excessive spending tonight.
today is not a good plan. Don't be
SAGITTARIUS
pressured now into making a (Nov.22 to Ltec. 21)
decision. Consult with advisers about
Shop for personal needs now. You
tax and estate matters. may be dealing with someone today
GEMINI
who is prejudiced in outlook. A small
(May 21 to June 20)
difference of opinion could arise with
Partners make decisions today
a family member.
about the use of joint assets. On the
CAPRICORN
job someone tries to twist new (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
meanings into your words. Don't be
Don't end up on the short end* of a
out-maneuvered.
financial transaction today. Getting
CANCER
some time for yourself is preferable
(June 21 to July 22)
to socializing now. Look out for
Don't be afraid to ask for advice if
number one tonight.
you need it about a work project. A
AQUARIUS
child may test your patience today. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
To gamble now would be a losing
You may feel someone on top is not
proposition.
listening today. Be careful not to
LEO
spend too much money when out
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
with friends now. Someone confides
Try
to
avoid
excessive
in you late in the day.
expenditures today. A relative tries to
PISCES
*ow
force your hand and you may feel that (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•eiblo
you're being put in a corner. Real
You'll be socializing with others for
estate dealings aren't favored.
business reasons today. An ethical
VIRGO
situation may be a cause of concern
sit
(Aug. 2:3 to Sept.22)
now.Some plans involving travel may
A co-worker seems unduly
be changed.
competitive today. You may be
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
spending some money on household
but inclined to fixed ideas. At times
repairs now. Tonight brings you
you can scatter your energies and you
responsibilities in connection with
need self-discipline to make the most
children.
of your talents. You work better on
LIBRA
your own than in partnership and
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
you're a person inclined to do your
Pay extra attention to details on
own thing. You may be talented in
the job. Shop only stores you're sure
music and gifted in self-expression.

A
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Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church will sponsor seminar
The Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will sponsor a Daniel
Seminar at Holiday Inn, South 12th
Street, Murray, beginning Thursday, March 2. at 7 p.m.
Further sessions on the study of
the prophecies of Daniel will he
held on Mondays and Thursdays.
This seminar is a communityh
service project in cooperation with
the "It Is Written" television program viewed nationwide.
Those who have attended previous seminars are requested to use
the large print Bibles and loose-

Dr. Weatherly is guest speaker
at the LaCenter.PTO meeting
Dr. Bobbie Weatherly. owner of
Readalong Reading Services and
visiting faculty' member in the College of Education at Murray State
University, presented a program 'for
parents. teachers and guests of the
LaCenter Elementary ParentTeacher Organization on Monday,
Feb. 20.
The program was entitled "Pressure Off, Pleasure On - Parents'
Role in Encouraging Positive
Reading Habits and Attitudes."
In her presentation, Dr. Weatherly focused on some simple, inex-

DANIEL SEMINAR
OPENING SESSION
7:00 P.M. Thursday, March 2

GOLD
606-538 BC
SILVER
538-331BC
BRASS
331-168 BC
IRON
168 BC476 AD
IRON & CLAY
476 AD To
The End Of Time

CLASS TIME
7:00 P.M. Mondays and Thursdays
31 Thou, 0 king. sawest, and
behold a great image. This great image,
whose brightness was excellent, stood
before thee; and the form thereof was
terrible.
32 This image's head was of fine gold,
his breast and his arms of silver, his
belly and his thighs of brass.
33 His legs of iron, his feet part of iron
and part of clay.
34 Thou sawcst till that a stone was cut
out without hands, which smote the
image upon his feet that were of iron and
clay, and brake them to pieces.
35 Then was the iron, the clay, the
brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to
pieces together, and became like the
chaff of the summer threshingfloors;
and the wind carried them away, that no
place was found for them: and the stone
that smote the image became a great
mountain and filled the whole earth.

A BELLSOUTH Company

pensive, and Motivational methods
for promoting reading in the home.
Additionally, she showed the
group some examples of activities
that childrlen can do at home
which strengthen reading and language development.
To show how involvement with
children is important, Dr. Weatherly had children at the meeting to
participate with her in a shared
reading experience.
Approximately 50 participants
attended the meeting.

Mrs. Lindsey
gives program
--Mrsi.--eletiteterson---wa-sliactng
for members of Dorothy Moore
Circle of First Presbyterian Church
Women at a meeting on Monday.
Feb. 13. at her home.
Presenting a program on "The
Crisis of Hunger" from the study
text. "Crisis as Opportunity," was
Mrs. A ed Lindsey.
Mrs. 0 Moor gave the devotion. Reports were given by Miss
Marcia Dillon, secretary and
treasurer.
Mrs. Zeffie Woods reported
work progressing on quilts and
shirts being prepared for White
Cross Sewing Project.
The hostess served refreshments
in thooValentine theme.
The circle will meet in March
with Mrs. Woods.

MOVIES
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION IN ADVANCE OVER THE PHONE
Simply Call: 753-3589 or 753-0835
rhedtreS

ALL RESERVATIONS AT SEMINAR ARE FREE
No hidden fees and nothing to buy.
This Seminar is a Community Service Project of your local Seventh-Day Adventist Church, in cooperation
with the IT IS WRITTEN television ptiogLam viewed nationwide.
THIS SEMINAR WILL BE CONDUCTED AT

South Central Bell

leaf binders they used previously.
Each one attending the seminar
for the first time will be given a
Bible and loose-leaf binder in addition to the printed lessons.
Registration will not be made
following the first week because of
the concentrated nature oil the lessons and the difficulty in "catching
up" with the class.
Those who are interested are
urged to start at the onset of the
seminar, said G. Cromwell Hauge,
church spokesman. For information
call 436-2432.

Holiday Inn
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, KY

008 Chestnut •

Bette Metier
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Community events are listed
Monday, Feb. 27
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at talloway Public Library.

s
Tuesday, Feb. 28
A Social Security representative
will be at Calloway Public Library
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Tuesday Senior Citizens' Bowling League will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at Corvette Lanes.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center, 408 Main St.,
Murray.

Recovery Inc., will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.

Local Chapter of National Association of Advancement of Colored
People will meet at 7 p.m. at Willis
Community Center.

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have a Coffee
Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m.

Basketball games will be at Racer Arena, Murray State University.
Lady Racers will play Morehead
State at 5:15 p.m. and Racers will
play Morehead at 7:30 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include children's
activities at 6 p.m. and teens and
young men at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Bell Choir at 5:30 p.m.
and Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30
p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 28
Alzheimer's Support Group
meeting will be at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hoskin's Bar-B-Q at Folsomdale
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Postal
Service at Hickory' from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. Glendale Road. For infor-Mition call 753-9303.
Muscular Dystrophy Hop-AThon will be at Apple Tree School.
Ladies' Night Out will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
Executive Board of Murray
Christian Women's Club will meet
at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway
Public Library.

The Kentucky Lake/Murray
Chapter of American Association
of Retired Persons will meet at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m.'at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet in Regents
Room of Wells Hall at 9 a.m.
The Musica da Camera, conducted by Dr. Bruce Chamberlain,
will perform at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
,Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Handbells at
11 a.m. and Eva Wall Circle of
WMU at 1:30 p.m.
PACA (parents against child
abandonment) will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.
Youth of First Christian Church

Dewy
4°13

By Abigail
Van Buren

Bratty Child Testing Her
Limits Also Tests Guest's
Whon.
raged- complained that her guest's
children behaved badly in her
home, you Said she had every right
to discipline them.
Hooray! What if you are a guest
in someone's home and there is a
child there who acts rudely? One
small guest took it upon herself to
start kicking me for no reason at all.
I was very embarrassed and could
not hit a 4-year-old with her mother
looking on. I had no idea whatto do,
so I finally left the party.
Since I am engaged to the son in
the family, I will be seeing this little
girl frequently. What do you advise?
The child's mother refuses to
discipline her child, and I do not
care to be abused by a pint-sized
bully.
PROBLEMS IN PARAMUS, N.J.

-impossible- and- withstand ttre
unbearable? Let Arnold Beisser
tell you.
At age 25, as a recent Stanford Medical School graduate
and a national tennis champion,
this handsome 6-footer "had it
all." Then polio struck, leaving
him completely paralyzed from
the neck down — unable to
breathe outside an iron lung.
Now a professor of psychiatry
at the University of California
at Los Angeles, Dr. Arnold
Beisser has written a book. It's
"Flying Without Wings," published by Doubleday ($15.95). In
it, he describes how he made a
new life for himself with what
he had left — his mind.
This book is a godsend to the
disabled, and a useful guide for
anyone who has suffered a
tragic loss and has asked himself, "Why did this have to
happen to me?"
Oddly enough, this jewel of a
book is an "upper" — filled with
humor, peace and hope.
Give yourself a gift, and read
"Flying Without Wings." You
will be a kinder, wiser and more
compassionate person for having read it. I am.
P.S. If your bookstore doesn't
have it, ask the people there to
call Doubleday and order it —
on the double.

DEAR PROBLEMS: First I'll
tell you what not to do. Don't
get into a power struggle with a
4-year-old who is obviously
making a bid for attention and
testing her limits.
Resist scolding her, and ask,
in all sincerity, "Why are you
kicking me?" Then wait patiently for her reply.
She will have accomplished
her mission in gaining your
attention, and you will have
reached out to her in a ,noncombative way that will open
the door for further dialogue.
I hope you realize that this
child is probably jealous of "the
other female" (you) for having
Don't put off writing thank-you
captured the male in her family. notes, letters of sympathy.etc. because

DEAR READERS: How can a
person handle the seemingly

you don't know what to say. Get
Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send a check or
money order for $2.59 ($3.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054
(postage is included).

Reservations for seminar on
Saturday by Murray Chapter of
Professional Secretaries International should be made by today
with Marcia Johnson, P.O. Box
1313, Murray, or call 753-6817
after 5 p.m.
Wednesday, March 1
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will have a luncheon and
meeting at 11:30 a.m. at church.
Ongoing Adult Children of Alcoholics Group will meet at 12 noon
and Ongoing Seniors Caring and
Sharing Group will meet at 2 p.m.,
both at Charter Counseling Center,
104 North Fifth St. For information
call 753-8494.
Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Civil War History Seminar will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Anne Washington Leslie House, 1310 Broadway,
Paducah, sponsored by Sons of
Confederate Veterans of Paducah.
Ladies' day bridge with Mary C.
Lamb as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country' Club.

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a coffee break
for Christ at 9:30 a.m.
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament will begin
with Murray High Girls playing
Marshall County at 6:30 p.m. and
Murray High Boys playing Marshall County at 8:15 p.m. at Mayfield High School.
Art works in Kentucky All-State
High School Art Competition will
be on exhibit in upper level of Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
"Recent Paintings," a joint
exhibition by Debi Henry, Paula
Allen-Snead and Teresa Perry, will
be on display today through April 2
in Curris Center Gallery, Murray
State University.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass at 7 p.m.
and RCIA at 7:45 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.: Sanctuary' Choir at 7:45
p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will be Covenant Prayer
Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.; Youth
Club at 5 p.m.; Finance Committee
at 6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board
at 7 p.m.
----- ----- "
'Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.;
Drama Practice at 8:30 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will .include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's class at 6:20 p.m.;
Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir Practice at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Activities and
Recreation for Kids at 4:45 p.m.;
Choir practice at 6:30 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Prayer service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

GRAND OPENING
WISEHART'S
GROCERY
(Formerly -Uncle Willie's")

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: I had a hysterectomy about three years ago during
which I had my ovaries removed
Since then I have had a bout of depression and lack of libido My doctor
wants to change me from PremarinProvera to Estratest, but he says I
might get facial hairs Just what I
want at 48. What are my options'
DEAR READER You have several
options
To begin with, your depression and
loss of libido (sexual urge) may not be
related to your hysterectomy You
might be helped by some counseling
or psychotherapy, with or without the
use of antidepressants Many women
in mid-life experience an alteration of
feelings that can be aided by professionals trained in treating depression
and mid-life crises
If your emotional state is, indeed,
due to the hormone changes taking
place in sour body, revision of your
hormone pills (or change to a different brand or strength) could relieve
your symptoms Although some worn-

Coke Products
12 packs '2.99
2 Liter 9W

en do notice an increase in facial hair
from certain hormone preparations.
the hair disappears once the medicine
is stopped or its dose reduced I think
it's all right for you to try the Estratest (a combination of female and
male hormones), and if you are unhappy with it. make a change
Finally, you can always request a
second opinion Judging from your
comments. I think your doctor is doing a good job Nevertheless, do not
hesitate to share your concerns with
him and, if appropriate, ask for additional
guidance
from
another
specialist
In summary. I think your best approach would be to follow your doctor's suggestions and, at the same
time, consider counseling.
For more information. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Menopause." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1 with
their name and address to PO Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the titlf
DEAR DR. GOTT- My serum calcium level is high 12 What problems

_
will this cause'
DEAR READER Hypercalcemia,
an excess of calcium in the blood, can
reflect a number of diseases including cancer, over-active parathyroid
glands
the
calcium -controlling
glands). over-active thyroid glands
too much vitamin D in the diet and
bone disorders The cause of your elevated calcium must be investigated
and corrected before kidney failure,
weakness and coma - all complications of chronic hypercalcemia
develop This is a potentially serious sit
uat ion that
hnuid be promptl
addressed
F

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT M D

Special seminar will be on March 29
A seminar dealing with an issue
of growing concern to anyone who
owns and operates a vehicle for
personal use of as an employee will
be held at Murray State University
on Wednesday, March 29, at 1 p.m.
This will be the second of three
seminars sponsored by Murray
state University's Department of
Safety, Engineering and Health.

The seminar will discuss the
many safety considerations
involved in the building and driving of common vehicles.
Lloyd Emery of the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration will discuss "Crash
Avoidance,"
Dr. Ian V. Lau of General
Motors Research Laboratories will

Paintings will be shown
"Recent Paintings," a join exhibition by Debi Henry, Paula AllenSnead and Teresa Perry, will be on
display in Murray State University's Curris Center Art Gallery from
Wednesday, March 1, through Sunday, April 2.
The paintings, done in oil and
mixed media, include a variety of
images embodying the abstract,
natural forms, environment and
fantasy. Most pieces are large scale
ranging from 4 feet by 6 feet to
over 9 feet.
Henry, an MSU graduate student. is the daughter of Donald E.
Henry and Mrs. Ann Overby Henry, Murray.
Allen -Snead, an art major with
an emphasis in both painting and

drawing, is the daughter of Mrs.
Evonne Allen and the late W.E.
Allen of Fulton.
Perry, a sophomore at MSU, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Brown of Paducah.
The gallery is located on the
lower level of the Curris Center.
Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 8
Monday through Friday, and 1)
noon to 11:30 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday. Admission is free.
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"Benefiting From Obedience to
Divine Instruction" will be the
theme of the special assembly day
for Jehovah's Witnesses to be held
Sunday, March 5, at J.R.'s Executive Inn, Paducah.
More than 1,800 delegates are
expected to represent 22 congregations in southern Indiana and western Kentucky.
George Bandarra, presiding
minister of the Murray congregation, stated:
"Jesus Christ set the pattern for
Christians. The Bible shows that he
was always obedient to His Father,
and for this faithful course he was
greatly rewarded. To that end, each
member of the family will receive
practical suggestions and, iimeiy
counsel to assist us in various
aspects of Christian living."
"The benefits, in turn, will carry
over into the congregations as well
as the worldwide organization of
Jehovah's Witnesses, which now
numbers over 3.5 million in 212
countries," Bandana added.
The program will begin at 9:55
a.m. The concluding talk will be
"Obedience Brings Benefits to
Worldwide Brotherhood" by David
N. Pratt, circuit supervisor for
Jehovah's Witnesses, at 2:55 p.m.
Arrangements have also been
made for a baptism of new
Witnesses.
All interested persons are welcome to attend. Seats are free and
no collections are ever taken, Bandarra said.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who,whatiwhere questions
about your new city
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Ar
.. sok
Host•es Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeboro Kong 492 83411

4107 1, ,)7'

One Less Detail
You'll Have To ,
Iron OutToday
Superb Shirt S'r'i't

Jehovah's
Witnesses will
meet at Paducah

641 Ps mi. south of Murray
March 1-10 Special on

PACE S

Mid-life problems can be helped

Tuesday, Feb. 28
will play volleyball at Murray
Middle School gym.

Events at Calloway Public
Library include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
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Sandone

BOONE'S CLEANERS
5 SiiirtifOr20% off
$380
Skirts

Pease Present Coupon
Good Thru March 1

Please Present Coupon
Good Thru March 1

Don't suffer needlessly
from hearing loss!
Do you feel left out of group
conversations? If your answer is yes you may be one
of millions of Americans
who have a hearing loss.
Amplification
has
been
helpful to many who could
not hear words clearly...
maybe we can help you!

Audible
SecretEar
'100' Off
OIl'FR

NkPIREs

4-4-89

SPECIAL OFFER
March I, 2 and 3
'.FREE Hearing Test
'FREE Hearing Consultation
0100 Off Audible SecretEar
'Hearing Aid Trial Available
Note: Mr. Cliff Sears, Audible Factory Representative, will be available
at Stone-Lang on March 1, 2 and 3 to answer questions regarding
Audible Hearing Aid Technology.

-APPOINTMENTS ARE RECOMMENDEDCALL NOW: (502) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray, KY 42071
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Drought could increase cattle nitrate poisoning
Kentucky cattle likely will
experience a greater incidence of
nitrate poisoning than usual this
winter because of last summer's
drought.
Duane Miksch, extension veter-

inarian with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, said
many crops, especially corn, were
planted and fertilized for high grain
yield, but were later harvested as
forage.

"Nitrate fertilizers may result in
an accumulation of nitrates in
plants at a level toxic to animals
who consume the plains," Miksch
said. "Farmers generally use the
nitrate fertilizers on grain fields

ain9
Speutat
FN,
7#I

"Time is an important factor," he
said. "An amount of nitrate that
would kill an animal when eaten in
a four-hour period may couse no
problem if consumed over 24
hours. Cattle being introduced to

Choice

"

99"

27" Diagonal
Remote Control & Sleep
Timer model SE2705H.
Contemporary style soncole with clean lines and
swivel viewing. Honey
Oak finish.

27" Remote
Control
Console
With

Ask About
EWC 5 Year
Warranty
*Free Delivery

*90 Days Same As Cash With Approved Credit

Sleep Timer model
SE2709P
Traditional style with pecan finish.

*Service Department

Savings On All Zenith T.V.'s
27" Zenith

13" Zenith

E1308W Portable Color TV
SE1315W Remote Cable Ready

121995
$299.95

E19108 Portable Color IV
SE1911W Remote Cable Ready
SE1907W Remote Portable
11" LeflIM
SE2027W Remote Stereo

$279.95
$349.95
$349.95

19" Zenith

25" Zenith

E2500W Table Model Cable Ready
E2504P Console Cable Ready
SE2569W Remote Cable Ready
SE2505P Console Remote
SE2507N Console Remote Cable Ready.
SE2593W Remote Stereo Cable Ready._

$429.00
$475.00
$535.00
$525.00
$579.00
$579.000
$579.00

such as corn and wheat which are
not intended for use as hay. The
fertilizer helps increase grain
production."
However, the drought stunted
corn growth in many corn fields so
that harvesting for forage became
the only option for some farmers.
While normal silage loses much of
its nitrate content during the first
few weeks of storage, Miksch said
corn or sorghum plants baled as
hay will have about the same
nitrate content when fed as when
baled.

SE2769W Remote Cable Ready
SE2789W Remote Stereo
SE2719P Console Stereo Remote

$569.00
$650.00
$725D0

31" Zenith
SE3191H Direct View Picture In Picture
Remote Stereo

Check Our
Low, Low Price.

VCR Zenith
VRS51 2 Head Cable Ready Wireless Remote
VRE150 3 Head Slow Motion Cable Ready
Wireless Remote

$299.95
$339.95

Tucker T.V.

Mon.-Fri.

"Where You Get Service After The Sale"

8-5

753-2900
1914 Coldwater Rd.

Hay with lesser levels can be
used with care. Less than 0.44 percent nitrate is considered safe to
feed, Miksch said, although care
should be given in feeding pregnant and young animals hay at the
higher range. From 0.44 to 0.88
percent nitrate generally is safe
when fed with a balanced ration,
although some animals may experi-

ence lower production and a vitamin A deficiency in six to eight
weeks.
Hay tested from 0.88 percent to
1.5 percent should be limited to
one-fourth the total dry ration and
should be fortified with energy,
minerals and vitamin A. Cattle fed
this level may experience milk production loss in four of five days
and reproduction problems are
possible.
Carbohydrates in the diet will
speed up the conversion of nitrate
to ammonia and protein and lower
the toxicity. Grain is a good source
of carbohydrates.
"Using any nitrate-free feed as
part of the diet will help dilute the
nitrate concentration," he said.
"Vitamin A and mineral supplements also help."

Teacher award to be presented
Nominations are being accepted
for the national "Conservation
Teacher of the Year" awards program, according to Albert Wilson,
chairman of the Calloway County
Conservation District. The competition is open to all full-time teachers working at the kindergarten
through high school level who have
developed an outstanding program
of conservation education.
The national Conservation
Teacher of the Year will receive
SI.000 in cash and an expense-paid
trip to San Diego, Calif., for the
1990 annual convention of the

National Association of Conservation Districts (NACD). The national second place winner will receive
a $500 cash award and the first
place regional winner in each regional will receive -$200.
Co-sponsored by NACD and the
Deutz-Allis Corporation, the purpose of the awards program is to
encourage the development of creative learning experiences in conservation for young people. "Any
teacher in a public or private
school in our conservation district
area who puts emphasis on natural
resource conservation as a regular

part of the instructional program is
eligible for nomination, said
Wilson.
Interested teachers can obtain
additional information and nomination forms from the Calloway
County Conservation District at
753-5151. The awards program'
also honors the conservation districts judged to have provided the
most effective stimulus and help
for conservation education programs within the district.
Applications need to be submitted to the Calloway County Conccrvation District by March 17.

$1999.00

35" Zenith
SE3535H Direct View Picture
In Picture Stereo Remote

high -nitrate forage should be fed
small amounts four to six times a
day."
Very young cattle and pregnant
animals especially are susceptible
to nitrate poisoning, Miksch said.
Hay with nitrate levels over 1.5
percent should not be fed, he said.
Sudden death, abortion, severe
depression, and difficult respiration
may occur.

Sat.
8-12

Farmers raise voices at capital
More than 200 Kentucky farmers
are in Washington this week,
voicing their concerns to the state's
Congressional delegation over farm
program budgets, taxes and commodity issues.
The occasion is the annual Kentucky Farm Bureau Congressional
Tour, which opened Monday as
planeloads depart from Louisville
and Lexington. The tour concludes
Thursday.
Highlights of the Washington
visit include:
*A Congressional Dinner Tuesday night at the Capitol Holiday
Inn, where the group is staying. All
seven House members and Sens.
Wendell Ford and Mitch McConnell have been invited.
*Small group visits to the congressmen's offices Wednesday
morning, as farmers from each congressional district discuss with the
representatives the legislative concerns of the farm community.
*Questions-and-answer session

with Sens. Ford and McConnell
Wednesday afternoon.
*Meetings with four sets of commodity specialists from the Department of Agriculture Thursday
morning. The four groups will look
at dairy, tobacco, livestock and
grains.
Taxes and the federal budget
deficit are likely to be among the
frontburncr issues for tour participants. Farm Bureau has adopted a
theme of "No New Taxes" as its
top priority national policy goal for
1989.
The Farm Bureau's national
president, Iowan Dean Kleckner.
has led the group's opposition to
higher taxes. He serves on the
blue-ribbon National Economic
Commission, which has been looking at ways to solve the deficit
problem. Among commission
members, he has been the most
vehement in his stated opposition
to raising taxes.

Tobacco growers on the tour will
likely be eager to hear USDA's
situation report on their community. Leaf producers are on the
receiving end of good news in two
areas for 1989 -- an unprecidented
24 percent increase in marketing
quotas and a 3-cent hike in price
supports.
Budget proposals from both former President Reagan and President Bush have caused serious concern in the farm community. Even
though farm program costs are projected to fall some S2 billion from
1989 to fiscal year 1990, the
executive budget calls for a further
reduction of about a billion dollars,
including a sharp reduction in
extension service funding.
Farm Bureau has said the additional cuts would be unfair, and has
asked for an across-the-board
freeze as an alternative, so that
other economic sectors could
shoulder shares that are equal to
those imposed on agriculture.

Beef cattle production meeting set
Area cattle producers and farmers interested in beef cattle production are invited to attend a
meeting Tuesday, Feb. 28, at 7
p.m. at the Murray Area Vocational
Center. Dr. Jim Davis, chairman of
the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State University will be the
guest .speaker.
Since coming to Murray State,
Dr. Davis has worked on several
management systems to help West
Kentucky livestock producers maximize their livestock enterprises. A
study has been done comparing a
cow-calf system using the Johns-

We seek new solutions for your problems
— solutions that fit your immediate
problems and meet your overall strategic
objectives. So when special opportunities
arise — we're ready to help you take
advantage of them.

If we were you, we'd bank with us.
High yield profits start with a
good fertilizer program.
Come by and let your friends at HUTSON'S AG
help you plan your program needs!

Mayfield, 247-6543 Paducah, 442-9171
Murray 759-1630
Benton, 527-3193
Calved City 395-7681
luabethtot% n..i.rankfort•Lexington
Member
F.S1.1(

a

Cattle 250 compared to last week,
slaughter steers and heifers
untested, cows and bulls steady,
calves and vealers 1.00-3.00 higher, feeder steers and heifers near
steady, with receipts reduced by
excess surface water.

\our business is big business to Republic.

A REPUBLIC
P Savings Bank

I
204 W. Railroad Ave.
763-1933

important aspects of beef
prodcution.
Anyone interested in more information may contact Johnnie Stockdale, adult vocational agriculture
instructor at the Murray Area Vocational Center.

Paducah livestock market listed

GET SET
sir

How well does your
bank listen?
Frustrating isn't it? Well maybe you
should talk to us. At Republic, our goal is
to develop broad and deep client relationships. So our senior officers focus all their
resources on your needs.

tone, endophyte free fescue and
common fescue. Work has also
been done comparing the use of
shelled corn and soybean meal with
roasted soybeans, The results of
both of these studies will be presented as well as many other

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
Hazel. KY
498-8142

SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
utility and commercial 2-4
46.90-48.00, cutter and boning utility 1-3 44.00-50.00, most
46.00-48.00, cutter 1-2 37.50.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield
grade 1-2 1175-1365 lb. indicating
77-79 percent 50.00-58.50, yield
grade 2 980 lb. 77 percent 49.00
ve,aIcrs.

SLAUGHTER CALVES and
VEALERS: choice 265-295 lb.
81,00-82.00, high choice 95.00,
choice 385-426 lb. calves
78.00-84.00
FEEDERS: STEERS: medium
No. 1 200-300 lb. 91.00-129.00,
300-400 lb. 94.00-102.00, 400-500
lb. 93.00-103.00 iindividual
107.00, 500-600 lb. 84.00-92.00,
650-660 lb. 75.00-77.00, medium
No. 2 300-500 lb. 84.00-88.00, 560
lb. 77.00, large No. 2 477 lb.
78.00, 596 lb. 74.50, small No. 1
265-5551b. 81.00-89.00
STOCK COWS: medium and
large No. 1 475.00-575.000 most
530.00-575.00

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming

Call Gene
753-2617
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Hospital dismissals, newborns
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Friday, Feb. 24. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Arlene Adams, RL 1, Box
372, Murray; Kevin Crawford, Rt.
6, Box 346, Murray; Mrs. Judith
Staples, Box 123, Lynnville;
Mrs. Karen Martin, Rt. 5, Box
60, Murray; Mrs. Darlene Paschall,
Rt. 4, Box 145, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Daymon Todd, Rt. 1, Box 98F,

Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Willie Foster, Murray Manor GI, Murray,
Mrs. Tammie Bugg and baby boy,
Ri 2, Wingo;
Mrs. Cheryl Spiceland and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Box 559, Benton; Mrs.
Jana Barnett and baby girl, RL 7,
Box 199, Murray;
Loren Adams, 317 South 13th
St., Murray; Mrs. Nova Cohoon,
Rt. 6, Box 74, Murray; Paul Burks,
801 North 20th St., Murray;
Mrs. Josephine Taylor, 615 Ellis
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Moving presentation

Dr., Murray, Mrs. Mary McDougal,
503 North Fourth St., Murray; Mrs.
Barbara Tucker, Rt. 1, Box 135,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Gladys Sims, 516 Whitnell,
Murray; Monroe Braddy, Rt. 2,
Box 45, Murray;
Mrs. Alfred Walking, Box 267,
New Concord; Guy Boggess, Rt. 1,
Box 14, Hardin.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Feb. 25,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wilkins baby girl, parents, Lynnette and Shayne, Rt. 8, East 13th
St., Benton.

Dismissals
Miss Gina Pennington, 1119
Wildwood, Leavenworth, Kan.;
Mrs. Lana Walker, Rt. 3, Box 184,
Fulton; Raymond Overby, Rt. 6,
Box 184, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Rayburn, 1314 Olive
Blvd., Murray; Jason Smith, Rt. 4,
Box 147, Murray; William Forres,
P.O. Box 164, Hazel;
Mrs. Wilma Brandon, 705 South
Fourth St., Murray; Miss Allison
Pritchett, 1519 Beckett, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Miller, 619 Ellis Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Grace Winkowski, Rt. 5,
Box 816, Murray; Mrs. Callie Gingles., 511 South 13th St., Murray;
Mrs. Lorene Webb, 816 Gwen St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Thelma Bagwell, N4 Southside Manor, Murray; George
Agnke, Rt. 7, Box 127, Mayfield;
Sherman McCuiston, 819 North
19th St., Murray;
Joe Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 169,
Hardin; Mrs. Louise Geurin, Rt. 8,
Box 330, Murray; Lacy Boren, 314
Natcor Dr., Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Audis Gooch, Rt. 4, Box
104. Murray; Edgar Williams, MurCal B9, Murray; Lonnie West, Rt.
1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Hazel Patterson, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton; William
Wheeler, Box 31A, New Concord.
The Storyteller

Storyteller entertains crowds
daily at Boy Scout Museum
Storytelling is a great way to
pass the time around an open
campfire — like Scouts do. So. it's
no wonder that the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America tells its story with a real
storyteller. "It seems to be a natural way to let people share the
-adventure and excitement of the
early days of Scouting and 20th
Century America," sayd Linda
Horner, Curator of Interpretation.
The storyteller changes. Sometimes he is Andrew Dundee, an old
Scotsman who claims to have been
one of the original Boy Scouts in
England.
Sometimes he is American
Scouting founder and writer Ernest
Thompson Scton, recounting one of
his nature or adventure tales.
Or sometimes, he's one of the
fourteen other characters from our
past describing how young people
grew up in the early decades of
20th century America.
Yet in every case, despite the
story, the'storyteller" is really
actor John Hall. And John Hall is a
professional actor form Chicago.
Illinois whose theatre credits are
more than impressive.
From Chicago to Birmingham.
England, Hall has entertained audiences worldwide. Yet, he is equally
challenged in the National Scounting Museumm's Storycrafting
Theatre Troupe, SPINNERS!
SPINNERS! is a series of brief
plays which are normally presented
in the National Scouting Museum.
They have been adapted for performance at school assemblies, Scouting events, and churches; and the
SPINNNERS! are currently on tour
throughout the United States.
A theatrical exhibit, SPINNERS!
and their stories are as much about
human adventure, nature, and the
craft of storytelling as they are
about Scouts and Scouting. It is,
therefore, a great way to introduce
young audiences of any kind to live
theatre. At the same time, it can be
a light evening of fun for adults
civic groups.
Possessing a keen wit, Hall
states,"Many successful roles were
a result of my height, Directors
were simply looking for a tall guy
— they had a short guy — they
needed me for contrast."
Although John Hall is tall, striking, young man, one cannot overlook the excitement and energy he
brings to each performance. "He
makes you want to listen," said
Director Kathryn Ballard. "John is
willing to spend the energy to command your attention,.,and that is
crucial."
John Hall describes himself as a
student, sometimes teacher, of
humanities. "Aftcr all, storytelling
and theatre are simply experiences,
thoughts and dwellings which we

attempt to share with an audience.
The audience may be one individual or hundreds of individuals who
are interested in sharing that
exchange — often drawing, pulling, and feeding from one another."
Anyone interested in booking
John Hall and SPINNERS! may
contact the National Museum of
the Boy Scouts of America, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky
42071 or by calling (502)
762-3185.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Sunday, Feb. 26. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
James Coursey. Rt. 3, Box 501,
Benton; Mrs. Keni Coburn, Box 76,
Hazel; Mrs. Jessie White, 1405
Story Ave., Murray:
Vernon McPherson, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs. Phelia Pace, 621 Ellis Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Olia Lassiter. Rt. 4,
Box 430, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Balentine, Rt. 3, Box
256, Murray; Mrs. Alline Musser,
Box 53K, New Concord;
James T. Clayton (expired) Rt. 1.
Buchanan, Tenn.; Ralph Ray
(expired) 1502 London Dr..

Carol Guernsey, Louisville, seated with book, and Ramona liurnle of NIurray, both members of the & 0reography class in the dance program at Murray State Unkersity, teach creative mmement to a group of
youngsters in the Murray Independent School District. The project incorporates the use of treJtike mot'ment with dance, music, and literature. The theme of the project is based on the children's stor -1‘here
the Wild Things Are" and concluded with the children attending the MSU Dance Theater (hilciren's shors
last week at MSU.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SPECTACULAR
NINTH END

Declarer bought insurance on today's diamond suit. It cost him more
than his budget allowed. While worrying about his diamonds, he neglected to count up to nine winners.
South took the first club and
turned his attention to his best suit.
"I should win four diamond tricks
easily," he thought. "But if East has
four diamonds including the jack. I
must be careful about my sequence
of plays."
So, in his misguided zeal to increase his chances for four diamond
winners, he cashed his king and led
the trey to dummy's ace. South's unhappiness showed when West
played a diamond on the second
round — his "brilliant" handling of
that suit would go unheeded.
But not for long. In dummy for
the first and last time, he could
manage only one spade finesse. And
when East failed to produce a singleton honor or honor-small in
spades, South could win only eight
tricks.
South should forget about a bad
1,reak in diamonds and play for that
suit to provide two dummy entries.
He should fim.t cash the K-Q and
then lead ther10 to dummy's ace. A
spade finesse loses, but South has
time for a second spade finesse. His
diamond trey is led to dummy's seven, and the winning spade finesse
lands his ninth winner.
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2 NT
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Dual Cassettes
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6•
Pass

ANSWER: Heart six. Partner's
double rules out a spade or a trump
lead (Lightner slam double): I'm
willing to bet he's void in hearts.
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Rebounding,
defensgjift
Lady Racers

Shooting gallery

Racer gunners blast Colonels
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Timers Sports Editor

With the countdown to postseason play nearing its conclusion, the
Murray State Racers used Eastern
Kentucky as a launching pad Saturday night, demonstrating their
readiness for tournament competi:ion with a 97-66 win and a game
that couldn't have been played
truch better.
Jeff Martin poured in a careerhigh 38 points and Don Mann
added a hefty 23 in a shooting
., 'thibition that sent the Racers into
,• first-half orbit in front of a frenied crowd that cheered every net')ping shot.
Martin and Mann gave them
Henty to cheer about as the Racers
etted out to a 61-24 halftime lead.
Martin hit 10 of 12 shots from the
Held — in the first half— includEng three-of-four 3-point shots and
six-of-six from the free throw
stripe, while Mann added seven of
Hne tries from the floor and two,..,f-two from the stripe in the firsthalf fireworks display.
Murray State ended the half with
22-of-32 figure from the field
,69%) and 8-8 from the line along
with a 19-9 rebounding edge over
to Colonels. v.,'.ho ended the half
stunned.
The only people who weren't
stunned by the performance, perhaps; were Mann, Martin and
Newton.
"It could have been this way all
year," Mann said. "We just had a
couple of games when the shots
didn't- fall like that."
Newton had an answer ready
,k•tien a reporter asked if he'd ever
seen two players shoot as well in
the same game. "Just Don Mann
iqld Jeff Martin a couple of times."
he said.
"I was very happy for them,"
Newton added. "And the team was
very unselfish. That has been the
.Haracter of the team all year; they

don't care who gets the credit as
long as the job gets done."
Martin, meanwhile, was characteristically modest about his
achievements. "My family was
here, and I wanted to play well in
front of them," the Cherry Valley.
Ark. native said.
The Racers' entire families must
have been in attendance as well.
Despite a second half that saw the
reserves pour into the fray, the
Racers finished with a shooting
mark of .576 from 2-point range,
.588 from beyond the perimeter
and .864 from the charity line
while out-rebounding EKU 31-29,
dishing out 17 assists and commiting only eight turnovers in the
game.
"I'm really proud of the guys,"
Newton said later, praising the
team's intensity and defensive
execution.
"The hay was already in the
barn," he said. "We worked hard in
preparation."
The preparatory labor has been
going on all season. Newton noted.
with the post-season in mind. "We
have worked real hard to orchestrate our season so we would be
peaking at the right time.- Newton
said. "We feel like we're where we
want to be.They got there quickly against
Eastern. Murray got the opening tip
and Chris Ogden, who added 10
points as the Racers' third doublefigure scorer, scored from the left
baseline 12 seconds into the game.
The Racers would never trail.
Mann then added a breakaway
layup and, after a Mike Smith dunk
for the Colonels. Martin pulled up
from the free throw line and
swished his trademark jumper.
Eastern used a Smith free throw
and a Jamie Ross outback to close
the gap to 6-5, but Martin drilled
his first 3-pointer of the night from
23 feet out for a 9-5 edge.
After Ross hit a free throw for
EKU, Mann slashed a 23-foot shot

of his own through the nets for a
12-6 cushion. Martin followed with
anotherjumper from the free throw
line and added a free throw for a
15-6 lead, and the rout was on.
Ross hit two more free throws to
cut the lead to seven, but Martin
sizzled from the top of the key for
another '3' and Mann followed
with yet another 3-pointer from 26
feet.
Darrin O'Bryant hit two Colonel
free throws to cut the lead to
21-10, but the Racers follovxed
with a baseline-driving bucket from
Martin, a Martin free throw, and a
Martin jumper from the baseline
for a 26-10 lead and freshman
Ronald 'Popeye' Jones scored from
the lane for an 18-point cushion
with 12:18 left in the half.
The Racers kept pulling steadily
away. A Jeff Robbins trey with
7:31 left in the half pushed the lead
over the 20-point mark at 39-17,
and another light-year !caper from
28 feet by Mann shoved the lead
past 30 at 56-25 with 2:06 yet to
go in the first half. Terence Brooks
ended the half with a stickback
before the buzzer for the Racers'
61-29 halftime lead.
The shooting percentages in the
second half didn't stay as astronomically high, but the Racer fans
did, rising to their feet with a crescendo of appregiatian when Mann
lobbed a pass to Martin for a rimrattling slam with 11:54 left in the
game, pushing the Racers' lead to
35 points. The lead reached 36
points when Steve Wendt scored
from eight feet out with 2:44 left,
butsthe Colonels outscored the Racer reserves 7-2 at the close, bringing the final margin back to 31
points and denying the Racers' try
at the 100-point mark.
Murray's "M&M Boys" continued their game-by-game
improvement during the victory.
Mann came into the game hitting
40.6 percent of his shots from two(Cont'd on page 9)

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger & Tuns* Sports Editor

Murray's Jeff Martin sci3red from inside and outside, gathering a
career-high 38 points while Don Mann added 23 in the Racers' 97-66
win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday.

Staff phut° by Daniel T. Parker

Thompson guides Syracuse through Kentucky zone
SYRACUSE, N.Y.(AP) — Kentucky's zone caused problems for
No. 6 Syracuse until Stephen
lhompson staked his claim under
basket.
"That's my area when I get the
Hall around the basket,— said
I hompson. a junior forward who
scored 13 of his 27 points during a
decisive second-half surge that cared Syracuse to a 89-73 triumph
,ver Kentucky.
"They surprised us with their
,)ne and it took me awhile to find
the openings inside." said Thompson, who was 13-of-16 from the
field, scoring mostly on fastbreak
yups and inside power moves.
When I did (find the openings).

I wanted them out of there." said
Thompson.
Kentucky was aware of Thompson's scoring abilities near the
basket, but couldn't find a way to
stop him in the second half, when
he tallied 17 points.
"When they play a zone offense,
he has no designated spot," said
Kentucky junior guard Derrick
Miller. "We kind of lost him a
couple times and he ran down the
baseline on us. I knew he was a
good player, an explosive player.
He did what he does best. He filled
up the lane."
Thompson helped Syracuse wipe
out a three-point halftime deficit,
leading the way as the Orangemen

LAINIV-BOY
America's long-ntnning tradition.

OH B

Push Mower 7073 • 21" cut • 4HP
commercial grade engine • Side
or rear grass bag available

279"
SAVE

outscored Kentucky 26-15 during a
nine minute span midway through
the second period. Syracuse then
put the game away with a 15-4
burst.

It was the 30th consecutive non,conference victory at the Carrier
Dome for Syracuse, which
improved to 23-5. Syracuse won
against Kentucky, 12-17, for the

Olson isn't thrilled about
replacing Sooners at No. 1
By The Associated Press
Doesn't anyone want to be No.
1?
Well. yes, Oklahoma coach Billy
Tubbs does. but he's about to lose
Arizona's Lute Olson, the logical
successor following the secondranked Wildcats' 77-75 victory
over No. 9 Duke on Sunday, isn't
thrilled about it.
"We were excited about being
No. 1 last season when it was a
first for the school," Olson said.
'It brought us national recognition
then. Now. I'm not sure we need
it.
Mi-z,etaa was- No:4 for-erne- week'
three weeks ago but lost to Oklaho-

ma, which assumed the top spot the
last two weeks. Oklahoma was
beaten Saturday by No. 7 Missouri
97-84 but Tubbs is perfectly willing to remain at the top.
"1 can't imagine anyone not
wanting to be No. 1," he said.
Four other members of the Associated Press Top Twenty alsb lost
over the weekend, including
Temple's 74-56 pasting of No. 11
West Virginia that snapped the
nation's longest winning streak at
22 games. Elsewhere, South Carolina shocked No. 8 Louisville
77-73, Virginia nipped No. 17
North Carolina State 76-75 and
-Nro-:""TfC -Ne.Vid-a-tas
Vegas 88-87:
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first time in six tries.
The Wildcats, who built a
10-point advantage in the first half,
were led by junior guard Derrick
Miller's 21 points.
Kentucky fashioned a 42-39
halftime lead behind the scoring of
Miller and ,sophomore guard Sean
Sutton, who combined for 20 firsthalf points.
The Orangemen were ahead 10-6
when Kentucky scored 10 straight
points, keyed by Sutton's two layins. Syracuse regained the lead
19-17 on David Johnson's breakaway layup with 12 minutes to play,
but Kentucky's Miller sank a
3-pointer 30 seconds later to ignite
a 16-4 run that gave the Wildcats'
their biggest lead, 33-23, with 7:49
to play.
Derrick Coleman and Billy
Owens each had 15 points for Syracuse, while senior guard Sherman
Douglas registered 14 assists.
Freshman Chris Mills had 15
paints _for _Ke.n Lucky-, hike- Sutton
finished with 13 points after a
nine-point first half.

Murray State Lady Racer coach
Bud Childers is glad to see offensive powerhouses Sheila Smith and
Karen Johnson back in full swing
after missing key games due to
injury, but in Saturday night's
101-63 blowout of Eastern Kentucky, Childers thought he may
have seen the silver lining to the
injuries which have plagued Murray State during the year.
"If you can say there was a benefit, then probably Michelle's
(Wenning) development was a benefit," Childers said after Wenning
led a Lady Racer rebounding effort
that more than doubled the Lady
Colonels' backboard total. 57 to
24. Wenning hauled down 15
rebounds, nine in the first half, and
added 14 points on six-of-nine
shooting from the field.
"She was just incredible," Childers said. "Michelle has really
come to play the last three-four
games." Childers said that the pressure of playing without Johnson for
six games and Smith for one and
part of another had helped Wenning, a 6-2 sophomore forward.
"She's begun to think more
offensively," Childers said.
Those offensive thoughts were
telepathed to three Lady Racer
teammates as well. Smith led all
scorers with 23 points in her third
game back from what was thought
to be a regular-season ending ankle
injury while Johnson, who missed
six straight games after Christmas
with an ankle injury. added 18
points against the Lady Colonels
along with seven assists.
Rona Poe made a comeback of
her own, firing in seven of 12 shots
from the floor — including three of
three from 3-point range — to add
17 points to the blowout margin.
The offensive production was a
result of defensive effort, as the
Lady Racers had to tighten the
screws against EKU when the Lady
Colonels came out sizzling.
Upset-minded Eastern hung with
the Lady Racers through the earlygoing, holding an 11-7 lead four
minutes into the game and staying
locked with Murray at 16-16 with
12 minutes left in the half.
Johnson then took over, scoring
from 10 feet out to put Murray in
the lead, then taking the ball twice
on baseline-to-baseline driving
baskets that catapulted the Lady
Racers into a 22-16 lead.
Murray never looked back,
extending their lead to 25-16
before Eastern broke their drought.
The Lady Colonels managed to
battle back to witAin five points of
the lead before Murray closed the
half with a 16-6 scoring burst in
the final five minutes.
Leading 44-29 at the half, Murray allowed Eastern to score the
first bucket of the second half, then
gunned in 15 straight points, starting with a Wenning shot from
underneath and ending with a Poe
breakaway layup that gave MSU a
59-31 lead.
Murray never faltered from then
on, holding a 44-point lead at one
stage of th game. Belinda Williams
(Coned on page 9)

Tyson wins on TKO
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Mike
Tyson knocked Frank Bruno down
with 14 seconds gone in the fight,
then needed almost five full rounds
to dispatch the gallant Briton on
Saturday and retain the undisputed
heavyweight championship of the
world.
Referee Richard Steele stopped
the fight with Bruno helpless along
the ropes after a flurry of punches,
including a left hook and smashing
right to the head. M Steele stopped
the bout, Bruno's manager, Mickey
Duff, jumped onto the apron with
the same intent in mind.
The 22-year-old Tyson just had
too much firepower for the
27-year-old challenger. But he was
not nearly as sharp as he had been
in some past championship
appearances.
Tyson, a 10-to-1 favorite,
knocked Bruno down with two
right hands in the first round and it
looked briefly as if the bout might
be the fastest in championship boxing history. Tyson holds the fourth
fastest heavyweight victory with
his 91-second blasting of Michael
Spinks June 27 at Atlantic City.
Bruno, however, got right up and
held his own for the remainder of
the round, although Tyson threw

blood from his nose.
In the first round, Bruno spun
Tyson and then hit him on the back
of the head and was penalized one
point.
From there until the end came,
the match was marked by malting
as the two men pitted their strength
against one another inside. Bruno
several times was warned for holding Tyson with his left hand behind
the neck while hittingibim with the
right.
Early in the fourth round, Tyson
jarred Bruno with a solid right
hand, but as in previous rounds the
champion was unable to put his
punches together.
Then in the fifth round, Tyson,
wile weighed 218 pounds, 10 less
than Bruno, hurt the challenger
with a right to the head and had
him reeling around the ring with a
fussilage of punches. Many of them
missed, but many of them got
home to put Bruno in serious
trouble.
Then, after the ring lights
flashed to signal less than 10 seconds left in the round, Tyson landed a right uppercup and left hook
to put Bruno helpless against the
ropes. Steele then stoped the fight.
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IRVING, Texas (AP) — Tom Landry will probably never coach
again "because it would just be hard, not being in the Cowboys'
blue."
Landry, in an exclusive interview with The Associated Press on Sunday, said he wanted no part of the new Dallas organization.
"It wouldn't be fair to keep me around, hanging over everybody's
shoulder," he said in his first interview since being replaced Saturday
night.
And even though he was the only coal?-the Cowboys had in their 29
years, Landry said, "People will forget me pretty quick."
Landry was fired after Arkansas oilman Jerry Jones bought the team.
Jones and Tex Schramm, the Cowboys' president and general manager,
flew to Austin to tell Landry he was being replaced by Miami Hurricanes' head coach Jimmy Johnson.
Johnson was Jones' roommate on Arkansas' national championship
team in 1964.
The AP interview took place in Landry's office at the Cowboys'
headquarters in Valley Ranch, 25 miles northwest of Dallas, where he
was cleaning out his desk.
Landry said he knew his career was finished when Jones was
announced as the new owner.
"No one had to tell me. I would have had to be pretty stupid not to
know when they got on the airplane to come see me," Landry said.
"They could have saved the trip because all they did was tell me I was
fired."
Though it was an emotional experience, Landry said, "I'm not upset
over what happened. I've never been one to get that upset because I
accept people as they are. Sure, the firing could have been handled

and play full and aggressive, play
man-to-man defense and stay with
it. I knew, in the long run, they
wouldn't be able to keep shooting
like that."
Childers added that the injuries
had led him to tamper with success
in the style department. "I compromised our style because of our
personnel," Childers said. "We
should never do that...coaches
learn, too."
The Lady Racers host Morehead
State tonight with a dual purpose in
mind. The Lady Racers can avenge
an earlier loss at Morehead and end
the regular season with their 20th
win before heading into OVC tournament action at Middle Tennessee
on March 6-7.

'BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

The Murray State Racer tennis
team dropped its sixth straight
match over the weekend, but no
one can accuse the Racers of ducking the opposition.
After losses to Northwestern on
Saturday and Indiana on Sunday,
both at IU, four of the Racers' six
defeats have been at the hands of
nationally-ranked competition.
The 25th-ranked Wildcats beat
MSU 7-2, while 11th-ranked 1U
defeated the Racers 6-1. Murray
lost to 8th-ranked Tennessee and
20th-ranked West Virginia earlier
in tlte year.
Against Northwestern, Tomas
Hult, playing at No. 2 singles,
defeated NU's Pat Hahn 3-6, 6-2,
6-2. At No. 2 doubles, Tony Wretlund and Doug Hawthorne defeated
Northwestern's pair of Todd
Occomy and Todd Mansfield, 6-2,
7-5.
Against the Hoosicrs, Hawthrone
won at No. 3 singles, defeating
Ill's David Russell, 6-3, 7-5.
"We were short-handed, and you
can't play the 1 1th-ranked team in
the country short-handed," Racer
coach Bennie Purcell said. Purcell
left John Schnieder and Geir
Sjoeberg home with the flu, and
Jonas Bergrahm hurt his back
while in Bloomington.
The Racers will battle with STU-
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improving in one area, you might
start slipping in another," he said.
"That is my goal every night. I
want to improve every game, but
the main thing is to go out and play
hard in every game."
That is in line with Newton's
philosophy. "We were just trying
to play to our full potential," he
said.
The Racer potential will be
tested again tonight when the Racers, 17-9 overall and 9-2 in the
OVC, end their regular season
competition against Morehead
State in Racer Arena.
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EASTERN KENTUCKY (66)
Greathouse 3-11 0-0 6. Davie 1-/ 0-0 2, M.
Smith 5-12 4-5 14, O'Bryant 5-11 2-2 13, Ross 2-6
3-4 7, Blakeney 1-2 0-02, Baker 0-0 0-0 0, Goodin
1-3 0-0 2, Davis 6-8 6-6 18, 13. Smith 1-1 0-0 2
Totals 25-57 15-17 66.
MURRAY STATE (97)
Martin 12-17 11-12 38. Ogden 4-8 2-2 10, Foster
0-1 0-00. Mann 7-11 4-5 23, King 1-3 2-2 5, Robbins 1-3 0-1 3, Cothran 1-2 0.02, Brooks 4-6 0-0 8,
Oversized 0-1 0-00. Land 0-0 0-00. Gold 0-2 0-0
0, Wendt 1-1 0-02. Jones 3-3 0-0 6. Totals 34-59
19-22 97.
Halftime score—Murray St. 61, E. Kentucky 29.
3-point goals--E. Kentucky 1-7 (O'Bryant 1-3,
Greathouse 0-3, Davie 0-1), Murray St. 10-17
(Mann 5-7, Martin 3-5, Robbins 1-3, King 1-23.
Fouled out— M. Smith. Rebounds—E Kentucky 29
(Davis 9). Murray St. 31 (Martin 6). Assists—E
Kentucky 15(O'Bryant 5). Murray St. 17 (Mann 6).
Total fouls—E. Kentucky 21, Murray St. 15.
A- -4.550.
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

1988 WHITE MODEL CLOSEOUT
NO PAYMENTS, NO INTEREST
UNTIL MAY 1,1989
Get the best prices of the year
on remaining 1988 models.
Take advantage of big savings
on all tractors and accessories.
204 R
Self Propelled 21" Mower

Racers drop 6th straight
STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

753-8355

17

Racer gunners...
(Coned from page 8)
point range and 40.6 as well from
3-point distance; his 7-of-11,
5-of-7 totals during the game raised
the averages to 41.6 percent from
two, 42.1 percent from three.
Martin also carried identical
shooting stats from two- and threepoint range before the game, hitting 51.5 percent from each area.
Hitting 12 of 17 shots including
three of five from beyond the stripe
raised his totals to an identical 52
percent in each category.
Mann has scored 134 points over
the last six games, a 22.3 pointper-game figure that has raised his
season average to 13.8 points per
outing. Martin, meanwhile, has
scored 160 points in the past five
outings, including three 30-pointplus showings, a 32-points-pergame streak that has raised his season average to 25.9.
The thought of Mann and Martin
getting even better is enough to
strike feat into the hearts of all
other OVC coaches, but Martin
said the main goal is just to work
hard.
"Every time you think you're

901 Sycamore

College Basketball

2-2 4, Williams 0-0 2-2 2, Walden 1-3 0-0 2, Camp
3-3 0-2 6. Totals 39-77 17-25 101.
Halftime score—Murray St. 44, E. Kentucky 29
)-point goals—E. Kentucky 4-11 (Fleming 2-3.
Cowan 1-1. Cos 1-4, Bryant 0-2, Palmer 0-1), Murray St 6-12 (Poe 3-3, Smith 2-5, Pinson 1-3, Johnson 0-1). Fouled out— Halley, Palmer, Cox,
Rebounds-s-E. Kentucky 24 (Cowan 5), Murray St
57 (Wenning 15). Assists—E. Kentucky II (Cox.
Fleming 3), Murray St. 17 (Johnson 6). Total
fouls—E. Kentucky 23, Murray St. 20. A— 900

EASTERN KENTUCKY (63)
Cowan 5-13 0-3 11, Palmer 1-4 3-4 5, Clark 1-1
0-02. Cox 3-10 2-2 9, Fleming 5-13 2-2 14, Bryant
0-4 3-4 3, Burger 0-0 0-1 0, Milligan 1-2 2-6 4.
Reece 2-2 0-0 4. Hatley 2-2 0-0 4, Cahoe 3-5 1-27.
Totals 23-56 13-24 63.
MURRAY STATE (101)
Johnson 7-13 4-6 18, Wenning 6-9 2-3 14, Pierce
1-7 0-0 8, Smith 8-17 5-8 23, Pinson 2-4 2-2 7,
Brute (3-1 0-00, Ezell 0-3 0-0 0, Evilsiker 0-00-0
0, Eddy 0-1 0-00, Poe 7-12 0-0 17, Huffman 1-4
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better, but I won't get upset over it."
Asked about politics, Landry said: "No, I don't think that politics is
for me. But it would be hard for me to stay inactive, and I'm probabl!,
going to do something."
Landry said it might have been best if he had stepped down three
years ago, but that he felt an obligation to bring Dallas back to one
more Super Bowl. The Cowboys went 3-13 last year, the second worst
season in their history.
"I probably should have gotten out, but I really enjoyed the challenge of bringing a team to that game. In fact, 1 probably enjoy the
challenge of it more than the actual game," he said.
"I knew I was taking a chance, but sometimes it's not what you
know as much as in this case, who you knew. And I didn't know Jerry
Jones."
Landry said in a way he feels sorry for Schramm.
"Tex has really showed a lot of emotion through this whole ordeal.
and I guess that's understandable when you've been around someone
as long as we've been around each other. But Tex will probably have a
harder time than I will, because it looks like he's going to have some
hobbles (restrictions) put on him.''
Landry said he decided to clean out his desk Sunday "because I
wanted to get it ready for the new guy when he comes in. And I won't
be around to get in the way."
Landry said he and his wife, Alicia, probably will go on vacation to
Palm Springs, Calif.
"I guess 1 might get together with Darrell (Royal) and the boys and
get my golf game in shape," Landry said.
He also said, in a way, his wife was happy he was leaving.
"You know how a coach's wife suffers, and she suffered last year. I
can handle the critics, but it was hard to see someone you love being
hurt by all the words," he said.

Rebounding, defense
(Coed from page 8)
sank two free throws with 15 seconds left to push Murray over the
100-point mark for the second time
this year.
"Our defense was good, our
rebounding was outstanding and
our running game was in high
gear," Childers said. "I believe we
had 16 fast-break baskets tonight.
"When we do those things, we
generally will win," he added.
Childers added that the Lady
Racers were determined to "keep it
our style" when EKU opened the
game hitting so well.
"I asked them before the game,
'Let's keep it our style — let's
play Lady Racer basketball,— Childers said. "We wanted to get out

1989
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Landry:'People will forget me pretty quick'
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writs:

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27,

Edwardsville at Bellevue, Ill. this
weekend. S1UE has won seven
NCAA Division 11 titles, and are
currently ranked 4th in Division 11
play.

Lady Racer sophomore Michelle Wenning escaped the Lady Colonel
defense to claim 15 rebounds and 14 points in Murray's 101-63 sictory Saturday.
Man' photo by Daniel T. Porker

35 H P Briggs & Stratton Max engine, 21'
convertible side-to-rear discharge Certified Cut'
mower deck. Blade Brake Clutch safety system
'touch' speed control, optional rear-bag conversion kit. Available
Mos Pymts as low as
'15 per mos
Mtg Suggested Price '469'

'34995

McDonald'S
i•

MAYFIELD

41
+1.

TM

BIG MAC®

MURRAY

59,
89

WITH PURCHASE OF
LARGE FRIES AND
LARGE DRINK

BACON, EGG
& CHEESE
BISCUIT

Without Bagger
Mir Sugg Price 1449"
Monthly Payments as low as '15

NO COUPON NECESSARY - ENDS MARCH 4, 1989

Hurry —
QuaotIties as. limited Come in early tor

the boat selectioni

'irsight and prep acIditrortal
•'Estimated Parnerd wrth 40
.
4 dOwn OMSK lox.
7,16 9% APR

36995 With Bagger
r ttce)(193224tirm

Ask about

White t!edit tinkneing'

TWO-year warranty

CUT

11)}'
Si participattng White 0000010•04rs

Your Nursery &
Service Center
753-6863
"Ask Us"
310 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky.
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Cup winners

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Edith
Barrett

Ralph W. Ray
Ralph W. Ray, 80, of 1502 London Dr., Murray, died Stnday at
8:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a retired salesman for
Murray Wholesale Grocery, Inc.,
and a member of Union Grove
Church of Chrisi
Born Nov. 26, 1908, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
R.L. Ray and Nancy Swann Ray.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Etoille Cain Ray; two sons, Rob

Ray and wife, Kay, Murray, and
Ronald Ray and wife, Beverly.
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Melba
Potts, Paducah; five grandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Edith Barrett, 83, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died today at 7 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home. Her
husband, Clifton Barrett, died in
1957.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1
She was a member of Green
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- Plain Church of Christ.
Born Sept. 18, 1905, in Model,
Coleman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Tenn., she was the daughter of the
Gardens.
late James Thomas and Flora Seawright Thomas.
Friends may call at the funeral
Survivors are two sons, Robert
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
Barrett and wife, Wanda, and Preston Barrett and wife, Marilyn, Rt.
8, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Martha
Sykes, Stewart, Tenn., and Mrs.
Murray; five grandchildren; seven
Lofton (Bernice) Cathey, Rt. 4,
great-grandchildren.
Murray;
four grandchildren, Eric
Mrs. Phillips was a member of
Barrett, Valerie Barrett, Rhonda
South Pleasant Grove United
Barrett and James Barrett.
Methodist Church where the funerServices will be Wednesday at
al will be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
10
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockThe Rev. Bob Dotson will
Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial
officiate.
will follow in Hendon Cemetery in
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
home after 6 p.m. Tuesday.
where friends may call from 12
noon to 6 p.m. on Tuesday'.

Mrs. Jessie Orr Phillips
Mrs. Jessie Orr Phillips, 84, Rt.
4, Murray, died today at 3 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 20, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Jim Orr and Elizabeth
Moore Orr.
Survivors are her husband, Leon
Phillips, to whom she was married
on Aug. 8, 1922; one daughter,
Mrs. Sue Veazey and husband, Jerry. Chattanooga, Tenn.; one son.
Bill Phillips and wife, Mickey.

James
Tilman Clayton

Donal D. Wickert
DonaIA. Wickert, 70, died today
Charles, Mo.; one stepson, Bill
at 1:30 a.m. at his home, Rt. I. White, Enid, Okla.; one sister, Mrs.
Cunningham.
Betty Clemens, Astoria, Ill.; two
He was a retired electrician' of brothers, Ronal Wickett, Astoria,
ICG Shop, Paducah, and a veteran and Devere Wickert, Rock Island,
.111.
of World War II.
His first wife, Mrs. Aline WickMr. Wickert was a member of
ert, and one grandson, Bobby Bat- Bethelehem Baptist Church, Cuntoe, preceded him in death.
ningham, where the funeral will be
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Wednesday' at I p.m. The Rev.
Mildred Mullican Wickert; two Tom Hughes will officiate.
daughters. Mrs. Kathy Battoe,
Burial will follow in Mt. Kenton
Paducah, and Mrs. DeDe Jenkins, Cemetery, Paducah, with arrangeScottsdale, Ariz.; two stepdaugh- ments by Milner Funeral Home,
ters, Mrs. Sharon Fritz, Murray', Bardwell, where friends may call
and Mrs. Valenda Murphy, St. after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

L.B. Gammons
L.B. Gammons, 65, of 811 Golfview Dr.. Clarksville, Tenn., died
Friday at Veterans Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Born May 23, 1923, in Murray,
he was the son of the late Low
Gammons and Modeana Grogan
Gammons.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a truck driver of Mary's Lumber Co.

A stepson. Otis Copeland of
Clarksville survives.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I
p.m. at Hookers Crystal Chapel,
Clarksville. The Rev. Weddie R.
Rogers will officiate. Burial will
follow in Sulphur Springs Cemetery A.M.E. at Cunningham, Tenn.
Friends may' call at the funeral
home.

Bush says U.S. won't
withdraw Korea troops
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) President Bush, calling the United
States "a faithful friend and a
dependable ally" of South Korea.
said Monday he has no plans to
reduce U.S. troops stationed in this
strife-torn nation, the last stop on a
whirlwind five-day Asian tour.
They will remain in the
Republic of Korea as long as they
are needed and as long as we
believe it is in the interest of
peace," Bush said in remarks prepared for a speech to the National
Assembly..
Bush's visit came amid unusually stringent security because of a
rash of recent anti-American
demonstrations. The president
made no mention of the oftenviolent protests in his prepared
remarks: but focused on the history
of the U.S. military presence that
Korean radicals want removed.
In 1950, when North Korean forces invaded the south, "without
hesitation or delay, American and
U.N. forces rushed to your aid.
Together, Americans and Koreans
fought side-by-side for your right
to determine your own future,"
Bush said.
'I remember the devastation of
your country'. Your cities lay in
rubble. Your factories were in
shambles. Millions of your people
wandered the streets homeless and
hungry."
Bush headed here after a twoday visit to China, whose troops
fought on the side of North Korea
in that 1950s conflict. Air Force,
One left Beijing at 7:45 a.m. Mon/
day local time (6:45 p.m. EST Surfday) for the slightly more than
three-hour trip to Seoul.
While in Beijing, the president
stressed new, much-improved U.S.
relations with China. But his
upbeat visit was marred by harassment of a leading dissident.
The dissident, astrophysicist
Fang Lizhi, said his efforts to
attend a farewell banquet hosted by
Bush were repeatedly frustrated by
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police, even though he and his wife
had been invited by the president.
South Korea's capital has been
buffeted in recent weeks by violent
anti-American demonstrations as
radical students demanded that the
U.S. bases be moved.
A security force 120,000-strong
was mobilized to guard Bush during his five-hour visit against
threats, both from student radicals
and from North Korean
commandos.
In his speech, Bush likened the
Korean National Assembly to the
U.S. Congress, "full of noise, contention and emotion."
"But that is the sound of democracy at work," he said.
"Throughout, let our close economic and strategic relationship
remain as it is - a pillar of peace
in East Asia."
But, while calling Korea a
-world class economic power,"
Bush cited recent trade frictions
between the two nations.
He called on South Korea to do
more to lower its barriers to U.S.
products, citing the large U.S. trade
deficit with the nation and declaring: "Protectionism is fool's
gold."
However, the main thrust of the
president's remarks dealt with U.S.
troops.
"Our most important mission
together is to maintain the freedom
and democracy you fought so hard
to win," he said.
"I have come here today as the
leader of a faithful friend and a
dependable ally...There are no
plans to reduce U.S. forces in
Korea."

James Tilman Clayton, 75, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Sunday at 5
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Aug. 26, 1913, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
Verna Lamb Clayton and the late
R. Naylor Clayton. He also was
preceded in death by one son,
James Clayton, in 1986, one
brother, Wilburn Clayton, and two
grandchildren, Eliazbeth Ann Clayton and Nicole Clayton.
A veteran of World War H, he
was a retired farmer, retired from
Tappan Co., Murray, and from the
TVA.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lottie Alton Clayton, to whom he was
married on Dec. 31, 1930; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Riley, Rt. I, Buchanan; one son,
Delbert Clayton and wife, Alice,
Memphis, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Mary Riley, Mary Ann Riley,
Delbert Claytron II, David Clayton,
Alex Clayton, Danny Clayton,
Bruce Clayton and Paul Clayton;
eight great-grandchildren.
Mr. Clayton was a member of
Mt. Pleasant United Methodist
Church where the funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. The Rev. Coy
Garrett will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.

McKinley Shaw
Funeral rites for McKinley Shaw
are today at I p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Officiating are the Rev. Odell
Colson and the Rev. Douglas
Anderson. Music is by singers from
Rock Front Baptist Church in Trigg
County and from New Providence
Baptist Church with Mary' Jane
Snyder as pianist.
Pallbearers are Joel Anderson,
Doug Shaw, Ronald Shaw, John
Cline, Mark Shaw and Bill Bartee.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Shaw, 92, Rt. 2, Hazel, died
Wednesday at Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.

Mrs. Novella
Jackson Salmon
Final rites for Mrs. Novella Virginia Jackson Salmon were Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Michael Passmore officiated. Mrs.
Oneida White was organist.
Pallbearers were Ron Shoffner,
Dr. Charles Howard, Roger Ford,
Bernard Hancock, Rick Watson and
Mark Mastison, active; Dr. Frank
Dillard, Dr. Joseph Slaughter, Dr.
Robert Fields, Dr. Stewart Brodsky, Jack Sammons, Doug Johnson
and Bill Vance, honorary.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Salmon, 76, died Friday at
Community Hospital, Mayfield.

If it's worth insuring,
it's worth insuring
with us.
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Murray High School students were awarded first place in the Regional Governor's
Cup Academic Competition Saturday at Murray State University. Presenting the award, center, is Dr. James Booth, vice
president of academic affairs. Results of the competition will be published in Tuesday's edition
of the Ledger
& Times.

Public, private school teachers
face March 6 deadline for grant
Kentucky private or public
school teachers have until March 6,
to apply for a grant up to $29,573
from the federally-funded Christa
McAuliffe Fellowship Program.
This will mark the thrid year of
the national awards program named
in memory of McAuliffe, the
teacher-astronaut killed in the
Challenger space shuttle disaster in
January 1986. The national grants
will be announced in May with at
least one award made in each state.
Federal statutes governing this
program specify funds must be
used for sabbaticals for study or
research aimed at academic
improvement; consultation or assistance to other school systems;
development of special innovative
programs; or model teaching programs and staff development. On
completing the fellowship, a teacher is required to return to a teaching position in the same school
system for at least two years.
Any full-time elementary or secondary teacher in a public or private school may obtain an application for the fellowship from the,

local school superintendent. To
qualify for consideration, teachers
must submit a project proposal, a
budget, and letters of recommendation from the applicant's principal.
superintendent and two teaching
peers, to the selection committee in
Frankfort.

The Christa McAuliffe Fellowship Selection Committee, a sevenmember group of parents and educators appointed by the governor,
will choose a nominee and, an alternate to be submitted to the U.S.
Department of Education by March
10.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
psa
411,41.•

I Riaj

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1986 Pontiac
Sunbird SE
5 speed, cassette tape,
39,xxx miles.

1988 WHITE MODEL CLOSEOUT
NO PAYMENTS, NO INTEREST
UNTIL MAY 1,1989
Get the best prices of the year
on remaining 1988 models.
Take advantage of big savings
on all tractors and accessories.

LGT-1655
Lawn & Garden Tractor
16 HP twin-cylinder, IndustrialCommerciai engine
46" TurboCut" mower deck.clutchless Hydrostatic
drive. optional VacPac • triple bag coilection
system, Certified Cut Guarantee
SALE PRICE:

2,199*

(Tractor and deck only)
Mfr Sugg Price S2.599
Monthly payments as low as $57* •

LT-120 Lawn Tractor
12 5 HP,Industrial/Commercial engine;38'TurboCufm
mower deck. CruiseMatic' drive, Optional VacPae"
twin bag collection system; Certified Cut Guarantee

, .
'1 449

(Tractor and deck only)
Mfr Sugg Price S1,649
Monthly payments as low as S41-

• 0,901000 prep addaJonai
• r..jted payment veth 10% down otter to. at 16 9% APP

HurryQuantities are limited Come
best selection!

in early tor the

Your Nursery &
Service Center

753-6863
"Ask Us"
310 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky.
White Outdoor Power Factory Authorized
Sales & Service
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Maddox overcomes heart condition through diet
On an early autumn morning in
September, Gene Maddox began
his usual three-to-four mile jog.
However, on this day about threefourths of the way into his first
mile, he experienced weakness in
his arms and tightness in this chest.
Attributing his discomfort to an
unrestful weekend, he cut the jog
short.
During the next two mornings,
Maddox, a 51 -year-old professor at
Murray State, brushed from his
mind what were the first warning
signs of an impending heart attack.
When his symptoms plus perspiration surfaced again while he was
teaching an afternoon class, he
decided that it was time to visit the
emergency room at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
In the emergency room, Maddox's EKG did not show any
abnormal signs. It was while he
was on the treadmill in the cardiac
laboratory that Dr. Russell Howard,
cardiologist, told Maddox that he
probably had an arterial blockage.
Maddox was referred to another
hospital and had bypass surgery
one week after his diagnosis. Successfully, he caught a very dangerous health situation before a heart
attack happened.
Maddox knew almost three years
prior to his crisis that he had high
cholesterol. During a visit to his
physician, Maddox had a complete
blood test. His results showed elevated cholestrcrol and triglycerides
and a high density lipoprotein
(HDL) level that was. too low.
At that time, Maddoxz modified
his diet which. drastically reduced
his cholesterol level. His cholesterol problem recurred, Maddox said,
because he did not stick to his diet.
Maddox was lucky. Although he
did not permanently change his
lifestyle, prior knowledge did,
however, prepare him to take his
warning symptoms seriously.
Howard, of the Murray Heart
Center and specialist in cardiology
and cardiovascular diseases, said
today people of all ages are more
aware of cholesterol and the prob-

lems it may cause.
Although Maddox jogged regularly and has never smoked, he had
a 98 percentage of his left artery,
Howard said.
Cholesterol, a fat-like substance
produced by the body and obtained

Gene Maddox, right, assists Shelly Gibbs and Ronald Watkins in a
physics lab at Murray State University. Maddox returned to his position as a physics professor approximate1y. one-and-a-half months after
heart bypass surgery.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

believed that high levels of HDl
protect against heart d
helping to remove choles,Jt,
blockages in blood vessels, Howard
said.
Maddox's problems as in the
fact that his HIM. ley el was too
low.
Howard said, "We haye found
that the most important risk indicator of heart disease in the ratio of
total cholesterol to
A ratio of more than five to one
is associated with the progression
of heart disease. A ratio below
three is associated with the removal
of cholesterol and the regression of
heart disease. A ratio between
three and five indicates that little
or no deposits of ,..holesterol will
occur in the hood yessels provided
that other risk actors such as
smoking are not present.
Maddox. who has totally restructured his eating habits, said he
eliminated red meat from Ilk
wherever possible. He and `•
Brenda. a teacher at Murra
School, eat mostly chicken. turkev
and fish. Maddox ,ilso said "has cut out all dairy produ(:ts
the exception of skim milk .frorr
his diet. lie avoids coconut
palm oil and eats cereal -bran or oat meal:
"For most pc.T;r2.II
-the simplest and saiicsi
improve the
HD[. ratio isox Jiane
Howard suggests
make this change:
l. adjust total caIorcnta
produce and maintain :JL'
weight.
2. reduce os,:r
saturated 1,1:
3. incr..'
ated
4. decrease klictary
"I
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-Now, I am jogging three to five
miles a day with a mix of walk
irig," he said.
"I now know what a
dangerous situation 1 N as in.'
!
Maddox said,
differently now
pened because I didn't feel
then."
Maddox was fortunate to catch
his heart disease before it could
have ended his life.
Today, almost five months after
he began his regular Monday morning jog in September. Maddox's
life is changed: he is on the track
to maintaining an active. healthful
ii festyle.
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:hem." Pizza are not a regular
menu item on his diet. but Maddo‘
said that he would eat one again
someday soon.
Maddox said he wished he had
been given an incentive to eat
properly while growing up. Raised
in Owensboro on a great deal of
"southern-fried" foods, Maddox
now has a practical understanding
of proper nutrition and makes
every effort to eat properly.
Totally surprised by his "fantastic" recovery rate. Maddox said
that only two months after his
tirgery, he walked approximately
three-and-a-half miles to campus in
30 minutes.
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Earthquakes
rattle Costa Rica
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) —
Two moderate earthquakes rattled
Costa Rica Sunday, causing minor
damage to an airport tower and
cracking the pavement on some
rural roads, officials said.
Red Cross officials said they had
no reports of injuries.
The first temblor occurred at
6:23 a.m. and measured 4.3 on the
Richter scale, the seismological
institute at the National University
said. The second quake struck, at
8:40 a.m. and measured 3.9 on the
Richter scale.
The quakes were centered near
San Marcos de Tarrazu, about 45
miles southwest of San Jose,
according to institute spokesman
Jorge Barquero. They were felt
throughout Costa Rica.
He said the temblors cracked the
walls .of the tower at the Tobias
Bolanos Airport, a general aviation
facility two miles from San Jose,
and the pavement of some rural
roads. Airport Director William
Alvarez said damage to the tower
was minor and it would probably
be reopened within hours.
An earthquake of 4 on the Richter scale can cause moderate damage and a quake measuring 5 can
cause considerable damage.

through the diet, is combined with
proteins in the blood to form low
density lipoprotein (LDL) and
HDL.
Research has shown that lowering total cholesterol and LDL
decreases heart disease. It is
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
avoid the bother of monthly collection.
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

Milerray Ledger & Times
140

030

Legal
Notice

220

Card
of Thanks

Want
To BAN
BUYING aluminum cans
SIT with sick or elderly, live
50c & 55c lb battery
in or out 753-0785
scrap metal, copper and
WILL clean your home or junk cars KGA Rycycling
•Receive guaranteed•
_ office Dependable and re 492-8183 days 498 8785
•
salary,
high
corn
•
: sponsible 753 1334 or nights
•mission, paid vaca-• 435 4569
FRAME mounted
•!Ion, paid education,• WILL do house cleaning hitch for pick-up truck,trailer
class
3 759-4905
• - 3Hd retirement plan.; Call anytime 75.3-6616
•••••••••

ORDINANCE NO. 89-888
AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A R-2 (SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL) ZONE FOR
MARTIN HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 54.891 ACRES AND ESTABLISHING A
R-3A (MULTI FAMILY DWELLING) ZONE
FOR THE MELVIN HENLEY PROPERTY CONSISTLNG OF 3.074 ACRES.
ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
ON THE 23 DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1989.
SS: Charles S. Foster
Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm
City Attorney

I. Melissa C VanHorn as of
Monday, February 20 owe
no debts but my own

NOTICE OF SALE
Limited,
',cense liJSH-265, serial ID
#1G4AC6957BT198876, mileage 88,113 will be sold to
satisfy lien for repairs and
storage, on Monday, March
13, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. at
Complete Auto Repair, 103
N. 7th Street, Murray, Ky.
'981 Buick Skylark

Donald Overbey

a2a
Notice
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

KUT'N KURL
Pre-Spring & Spring
Suntan SpeciaLs!

020
Notice
WARD'S Leather & Skins
New line of all leather
e..weaters, purses, men's
leather boots. belts. $5 bill
folds, etc 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Rd
(893)492-8580

Grandfather.

Our sincere thanks
to Bro. Calvin Clark
and Bro. Grover
Lovett for their
words of comfort
and to Mrs. Otto Erwin for the beautiful
music.
Special
thanks to BlalockColeman
Funeral
Home for their nice
service and to all the
Friends and Neighbors for their visits,
phone calls,prayers,
flowers and food.
May God richly
bless each of you is
our prayer.
The Family,
Ilelen, Alice,
WC. and
Grandchildren
050
Lost
& Found

753-1682

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
lree local claim Servtoe'

ALL natural. eggless,
nuts No additives,
cholestorol The Body
signef„, 15 S 13th
753-3492"
,

New Wolff Bulbs
10 Minute Sessions
5 - S12.50
10 - $22.50
15 - $33.06
20 - &42.00
Mon- Tues- Sat 7:30-5
Wed- Thurs- Fri 7:30-7

The faintly of Golden Ragsdale would
like to say Thankyou to Dr Dan
Miller and Dr. John
C. Quertermous and
nurses on 2nd and
3rdfloor at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for
their care and kindness shown during
the illness and death
of our Father and

dono
DeSt,

COUNTRY Jeans's Special Prices' Group of jeans
$1989 Swearshirts $4 off
regular price New shipment of Lee Zipback Rider
leans, 3-15 Junior sizes
Guess Basic jeans, size
26-31 waist Also mens'
Lee, Levi, Jordache. 10%
Of ladies' waist size jeans.
Lots More On Sale! Regular hours. Friday 4-6p m.,
Saturday 10a m -4p.m. 5
miles 94 East Open by
appointment

GLASS Repair and Replacement Work for cars.
homes businesses M & G
Glass Co.. Dixieland Center, 753 0180
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray
LYND1A'S Pretty Punch
Shop Complete line of
punch embroidery Special'
Buy 2 patterns and get 3rd
Free' 2 Miles west of Hazel
on State Line Road (Hwy
893), 492-8580
025
Personals
SUCCESSFUL Diet- You
bet, for me now for you
Easy paced Lifetime results $5 Tom Miles, Box
6698, Las Cruces, NM
88006

GRAY cat 16 months old,
spot on stomach, no collar
Lost on Miller Ave
759-4466 or 753-0342
Child's pet

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance. Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write
it and one of our companeis writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
Insurance than any A+ Best rated Company
in America.
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A+"
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
the best possible rate and benefits

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

LOST 2/15r89- Black and
tan Shep/ Huskie mixed,
named Mobo Last seen at
MSU wearing orange reflective collar 759-9619 or
489-2778
060
Help
Wanted

Pay Less
DRUGS
Pay Less Drugs is now
accepting applications
for Pharmacists for our
Murray, Kentucky store
Competitive starting
salary. excellent fringe
benefits No phone
calls Send resume to
Paducah, KY 42001,
Attn - Lonnie Griffin

••
•

Apply at

• WILL sit with the elderly or WE buy scrap aluminum.
• sick Experienced and re- copper, brass and alumi-

• Haircuts •
•
•
•
Etc. •
•
••••••••••••
$200 A DAY processing
phone orders from your
home' People call you Call
m
- 5 p
9 a.m
(615)883-8868

HOME ASSEMBLY IN
COME Assemble products
at home Part-time Expen
ence unnecessary Details
Call 813-327-0896, Ext
0188
LIGHT office and telephone
work. Apply in person Walnut Plaza, 104 N Main,
Room #205 Tuesday Feburary 28 through Thursday March 2, 1-4P M
LPN full-time 3-11 11-7
Monday- Friday positions
Apply at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield
MARSHALL County Hospital is recruiting for a part
time RN to work in the
intensive care unit Compe
Wive wages and benefits
available
Submit
application/ resume to
Marshall County Hospital
502 Gee McClain Dr. Ben
ton, KY 42025, Att
Personnel

Every day throughout the country
millions of people read the Classifieds.
They know that's the best place to
find the goods and services they want
at a price they want to pay. And they
know their friends and neighbors
advertise in the Classifieds for
the same reason. Millions of people
can't be wrong. Classifieds sell!
Period.
Call us at 753-1916 to place your ad

ferences 753-4590 Call num cans Call Balcan Refor more information
cycling @ 753-0338
WILL take care of children
Have references
753-5149

WOULD like to babysit regularly Monday- Friday, infant to 5 years Experienced, references, live in
2 EXPERIENCED cooks, 2 town, very reasonable
experienced waitresses rates, Days or evenings
Steady work, top pay 753-2860
Apply in person after noon
tnn
Ky Lake Lodge Restaur
Business
ant, Hwys 68 & 80, Aurora,
Opportunity
Ky.
DO you deserve success?
$350/DAY processing Financial freedom? Do you
phone orders people call want to be your own boss?
you No experience neces- It's simpler than you think'
sary, Call (refundable) Write. Lakeland Publishing,
315-733-6063
P.O Box 381, Murray, Ky
BABYSITTER needed in FAMILY HAIR CARE SAmy home 3 or 4 days per LON. Exceptional opporweek days or afternoons tunity to own an excellent
753-3317
business! Outstanding
BONUS INCOME Earn clientele and product sales,
$200-$500 weekly. Mailing superior equipment includ1989 travel brochures For ing 2 Wolff suntanning
more information send beds. Good location with
stamped envelope to INC , good lease, very reason
P.O. Box 2139, Miami, FL able utilities and rent.
Owner retiring. Excellent
33261.
terms with owner financing
DID Christmas get you be- long term at reasonable
hind? Sell Avon products' rates_ Salon will pay for
Be your own boss. Work itself in less than 1 year
your own hours, full or part- Serious inquiries only.
time. Earn up to 50%! Call 753-8248 after 8p.m.
today 753-0171.
IF you would like to own
your own buisness. now is
the timel Changes are beDue to new federal ing made with Diet Center
regulations we are that will mean a business
Personal commt
expanding our staff boom
merits are forcing sale For
of professional additional information renurses. RNs needed spond to P.O Box 115,
for all shifts. LPNs Hazel, Ky 42049

RN & LPN

needed for 3-11 &
11-7 shifts. Competitive salary and
benefits. Apply at:

West View
Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE

M/

REGISTERED Nurse o
Licensed Practical Nurse
needed for the 7a m.-7p.m
EXPERIENCED body man
shift on Saturdays aed Sunneeded Call 8a.m -5p m
days with Monday- Friday
753-9841
off each week. This position
is eligible for a 12 hour
EARN MONEY reading bonus. Interested persons
books' $30,000/ yr income should apply in person:
potential Details (1) Heritage Manor. 4th & Indiana, Mayfield, KY 42066
805-687-6000 Ext
or call 247-0200 M/F/HN
Y-10706

PERIOD.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
Hairstylist
•
•
•

WAITRESSES, dis
hwashers and mainte
nance man Call for ap
pointment 436-5496 or
436-2524
PROGRAMMER
NEEDED
National Co. seeks
programmer in Fulton, Ky. Individual will

MOVING- Must Sell! Fully
equipped and established 7
station beauty salon 3 ton
A/C and gas heat Great
location Downtown Paris,
Tenn 901-642-2291 after
6p m , 759-9444
SMALL auto repair business tools, equipment,
motors and parts
759 9924

FOR SALE
Suntan Beds
Wolff &
Suntanna
New & Used
Commercial &
Home Units
Will Finance

WORK AT HOME1 Earn up
to $300 a day' People call
you' 1-615-859-6315 Ext
L-11 or 1-615-851-6439
Ex? L-11 No calls after
8p m.

'Enhance your
image with a pro
,fessionaffy prepared
awl typeset resume.

314 Main St.
(inside CBM
Computer renter)

753-7759
OQO

Situation
Wanted
NURSES Aides will provide
in home aide care
753-5792 or 753-9472

PROM dress and crinoline:
lots of ruffles, white
trimmed with red, floor
length, size 7. 753-8583
PURCHASE Area Building
Maintenance offers a complete line of Swepco maintenance supplies, including
driveway, sealant, de-icer
and industrial type cleaners 436-2312.
REFURBISHING 87 bed
personal care home. For
sale existing bedroom/ living room furniture and carpeting See at Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr , Murray.

1111
Appliances

BROWN plaid couch and
chair. 2 gold rockers, $150
753-4038
KING SIZE WATERBED
All the extras 753-8102
after 5p m

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOt
•Dv of cc T Corp
Nws heaNs, Pangaro

NICE couch that makes a
king size bed, $100 1
black naughahyde couch,
$40 Also Honda 175 Many
other items Call nights and
weekends 759-4722 or
759-1016
PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excuisite, any size,
height or shape to fa your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142

Careers In

•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST

Antiques
3 DRAWER dresser, $100
436 5463

1-800-327-7728

iNSTRuC TiON

9-louse

"POWTOON" San Pan Executive, 81 model,60 horse
Johnson with trailer, fully
eqipped. "Pool table" regulation. 'Irvin Kays" cover,
good condition. 75 street
bike 'Honda" 360, fully
equipped, new tires.
436-5695

110

-SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR

dO, LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
•No•.p/r Noce
Nodal

S

•001
,a pan lane
trawanq
•RNoomenl Dept
•Etnaex
AN

Farm
Equipment
7200 JOHN Deere Planter
6 row corn meters bean
cups monitor Also 8 row
John Deere 759 1233
NICE John Deere 4440
good condition Call
759 1204 or 753 4503

Sports
Equipment

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR TRAIL ER
TR/MING CENTERS
BARON TT.
Call Toll Frew

1.800.334-1203
For Sale
Trade

Or

WILL trade dark fire cured
tobacco base for burley
pounds for 1989 crop year
Call Shea Sykes 753 8251

BUTTONS custom made a
Faye s, 514 Main St nex
to Pagliai's
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

TR PHIES and plaques
Don't forget to check at
Faye s, 514 Main St.
753-7743
220
Musical

CONDO style apartment
with garage university
view, quiet area 2 years
old, central heat and air,
microwave, stove retriger
ator, 1 year lease $400 a
month 753-8096

MUR Cal apts Northwood
Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing OpGO carts, go carts,go carts' portunity 759-4984
5 HP single and double
seats. Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831

2 BEDROOM furnished
apartment 1. mile from
campus, water paid. $180/
month, available March 15.
no pets no children
753 5980
2 BEDROOM Apartment
For Rent water furnished,
deposit required Call after
5 30p m 753 0087
APARTMENT For Rent
near Health Center. 2 bed
room, stove, refrigerator,
Aasher - dryer, gas heat
and water included, $280/
month 759 4923
NEW 1 bedroom apart
ment partially furnished,
well insulated, carpet $200
plus deposit, no pets Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery. Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831

WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831
250
Business
Services

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING
IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road

489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1985 HIGH 14x66, with
urniture, appliances, in
park. $10,000. 753-6726.
1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM
2 bath, all electric, CA &
CH, wall to wall carpet,
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, D./W,
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck By appointment 753-2922, ask
for Tom, after 6p.m
753-7124.
1988 CLAYTON 14x52,
gas heat central air. under
pinning 753-3310

Cars
TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'11,984 48 ma 25800*
'13,487 me 31500*

'87 Camry LE
'87 Nissan Maxima
'87 Grand Am

'898748 rnio 20000*

'87 Corolla FX

'9887 48 me 217°°*
28800*

'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro A- '12,987 48 rric

87 Chevy Celebrity

'5987 48 me 125
'6987 48 ma 15500*

'87 Dodge Omni

'6987 48 rnc

'87 Plymouth Honzor

'86 Olds 98 Regency....

155°°*
27000*

'12,487 48 710

'4487 42 ma 11200*

'86 Isuzu

New 1988
Corolla FX
$7650
NO MONEY DOWN

'86 Toyota Corolla LE...
'86 Z28 lroc

24300*

'9887 42

'86 Honda Prelude

'6487 0 MC 16000*
'11,987 42 re 28600*

'86 Chrysler LaBarof

'6987 42 mo 17200*

86 Chevy Celebrty

'5987 42 mc 142°°*

'86't-Toyota Supra

32000*
8300*

'14,900 48 me

'85 Olds Cutlass Supreme

'7487 42 mo

84 CaJllac El Doradk
'84 Celica GT

'8487 36 me 240°°*
'5987 36 ma 16700*

'84 Dodge Convertible

'6487 36 rnio 18000*

'83 Olds Cutlass

'5987 36 mc 16700*

'62 Toyota Tercel..

'2987 24 mio 119"*

PAoblie
Homes For Rent

ON THE SPOT
FINANCING

2 BEDROOM trailer for
rent city limits, prefer
adults, no pets 753-9866

Trucks & Vans

2r10

2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
FOR Rent Mobile home
$175' month partially turn
ished, no pets 492-8220
290
Heating
And Cooling
105,000 BTU Lennox nat
gas furnace, 3 ton fiat coil,
GE 2'/: ton condensing
unit, GE 277 ton heat pump
(outdoor section). Trane
27, ton condensing unit,
GE 4 ton condensing unit,
52 gal Rheem elec hot
water tank, Lennox 30 KW
forced air elec furnace All
equipment is used and in
working order $500 buys
everything listed Call
753-8181 from 8 00-4 00 or
come by 802 Chestnut and
told per piece

87 Toyota 4x4

'8987 48 mc 20000*

SWB

'87 Toyota 4x4

'9987 40 rr 21500*

'87 Ford Ranger XLT P.0

'7987 48 To 17800*

'86 DAC

'11,487 42 me 28500*

'86 Toyota SR5 P.0

'9487 42 me 234"

'86 Toyota X-Cab 4x4

'8987 42 ma 215'

'86 Chevy S-10 P.U.......

'5987 42 mo 14200*

'86 Toyota LWB P L

'7987 48 moo 17300*

86 Chevy CIO P.0

'9387 42 ma 22800*

'85 Chevy S-10 Blazer

'9987 36 mo 27600*

'85 Chevy Conversion Van ....

'9887 36 me 271 00*

'84 Nissan 4,4

'7687 36 rra 2121
"

'83 SWB Chevy EU._

'7487 24 moo. 288'

'79 Jeep .

'3387 12 mo

300
Business
Rentals
FOR Rent Or Sale 302
Main St. 1,600 sq ft avail
able March 1 753 5485
320
Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment for rent, 121
North next to Fairgrounds
753 3139 No pets
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment
mile from
campus, water paid. $175/
month No pets or children
Available March 1
753 5980
1 BEDROOM apartment

PANASONIC stereo. $20 near downtown Murray
753 1263

2 BEDROOM apartment in
Northwood $250 per
month 759 4406

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758

FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492-8806

753-9274

Instruction

Miscellaneous

WE have special prices and
good service on caps,
calendars, political campaign materials, magnetic
signs and hundreds of Advertising Specialty items.
Also, garage repair forms
and salesbooks Jim & Helen Cain, Route 2 Box 27,
Murray, Ky
42071,
(502)759-1602_

LADIES' clothes size
12-14, shoe bags, etc
753 5544

1 BEDROOM, furnished
newly remodeled, near 5
Points and campus $200
753 0800 or 759 4577 after
Spm

1 BEDROOM apartment
downtown newly redecorPAIR of 901 Bose speakers ated $125 per month Call
Call 753-9251 before 5p m Of
with equalizer
759 4522 or 753-5900 ask 759-4545 after 5p m
for Stan
1 BEDROOM apartment
low utilties, $150 per
month no pets 753 3949
110

SEASONED oak firewood
753-5476, Charles Barnett

IT'S time to start thinking
about that yard' Several
lawn mowers for sale, including 2 riding mowers
and 15 push mowers. Different sizes and price ranges.
759-1268.

Apartments
For Rent

Musical

BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed, 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m

WASHER and dryer $18
per week, rent to own Movie World 753-4663

20 Copies 520

The Mail

8HP POWER tiller, Sears
portable Whirlpool, kitchen
sink 759 9867

Suntanning
Unlimited

Tram for

Resumes

300 GALLON pull top spray
rig. 200 amp utility pole
436-2689

GE refrigerator avocado,
good condition, $125
White bathroom sink with
faucets, $20 753-9473

HOME STUDY /WS TRAINiNG

WANTED Auto Frame
Technicain Must have ex
perience Reply to P 0 Box
7831 Paducah, KY 42001

2 PROM Dresses both size
7-8, 1 black lame, 1 turquoise lame, $100 each.
753-7506.

Sales, Service
& Supplies

be programed for
IBM Computer RPG
III Language. Experience preferred, not
necessary. Please
send resume and
salary history to:
P.O. Box 500
Fulton, Ky. 42041

Articles
For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

753 4109

25000*

'88 '87 '86 Models 13.9%*
'85 '84 '83 Models 14.9%*
'82 and Older Models 15.9%*
'APR with 20% down payment or equal trade *quay
plus lax & Itcenae fees Win approved credit

%1ONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 19149

CLASSIFIEDS
320

s30
Lois
For Sale

NICE duplex. 2 bedroom, MOBILE home lot, 2%
appliances furnished Also miles east of town
2 bedroom apartment at 759-9313 after 5p m
1515 Sycamore Coleman RESIDENTIAL lots for
sale
Real Estate. 753-9898
on Sunset Blvd , Loch LoTAKING applications for mond and Broach St
Section 8 Rent Subsidized 753-4782 No call after
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply 8p m
Hilldale Apts , Hardin, Ky
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
160
Homes
110
For Sale
Houses
For R.
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
3 BEDROOM, shade, off
rooms upstairs, large Irving
street parking, couples pre
room and dining room
fered, no pets, $325
Central gas heat and air. 12
month 753-6931
miles east of Murray
FOR Rent. 2 bedroom $50,000 Call 753-1203
house, 10 miles from Murray, Lynn Grove area. De- 3 BEDROOM house in
posit required Available Hazel, carpet, very nice
now. 753-4036 or Will sell for pay off
492-8755
753-6244 after 6p.m.
3
BEDROOM, F.H.A.- V.A.
NICE 2 bedroom, carpeted,
washer/ dryer hook-up financing available, Murray
Also 2 bedroom trailer and Coldwater, little or no
Both have stove and re- down payment_ Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
frigerator References
753-3942.
BY Contractor New 3 bedroom houses, designed for
360
convenient family living
For Rent
Call 753-3903 after
4 30p m
Or Leas*

1979 CHEVROLET Im
pale 4 door, 82,000 miles
very nice family car
753-4530
1979 HONDA Accord LX
good condition, new tires,
$1,100 759-9355 or
753-1852
1979 VW Rabbit 4 speed
good condition, $950
753-9181 or 753-8124 after
5p m
1980 BONNEVILLE Pon
tiac 2 door, low mileage
$2,900 753 4647
1981 OLDS Omega very
goal condition, PS, PB, tilt
cruise, $1,800 753-5074
1 98 2
Brougham
753-7461

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961
2 DATSUN 240Z 1970 and
1971 good mechanically,
both cars need body work
Cheap' $895 both cars
753-3465

CUTLASS
V-8,loaded

Boats
& Motors

Services
Offered

14' SEMI V 18HP John
son, trailer with lights $800
firm 435-4278

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high hting
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for tree estimate

1976 18' ARROWGLASS
Runabout 1976 Evinrude
75HP motor, new paint,
seats, carpet, extras
Needs to be finished All
materials included to finish
$2,500 or trade for bass rig
759-1268
1984 HYDRA Sports Bass
Boat 17' 81" beam 84
GT 150, fully rigged
$6,000 753-3648
32' HOUSE boat 1001-IP
Evinrude motor, sleeps 6
Will sacrifice at $3 500
Serious inquiries only
759-9895

1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
(C30
Sports Coupe new turbo,
new tires, power windows,
Services
1982 REGAL Summerset T-tops, power steering,
Offered
fully loaded, t tops 1 power brakes, AM-FM steA-1
TREE
Service and
owner, 759-1543 or reo, cruise control Call
stump removal Your pro
753-0509
753-5535 or 753-8200
fesslonal tree service All
1983 MONTE Carlo V-8. TWO 1979 Monzas 4 cylin- types, removal topping,
tilt, cruise, locks, new tires der and 6 cylinder
feeding Free estimates.
436-2879 after 5p m or 50' bucket truck and chipSerious inquiries only
753-1442 or 759-4137 leave message on per Call 753-0906
machine
days
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
1984 BUICK Park Avenue.
Service dishwashers, dis•
4 door, white, loaded, low
posals, ranges, ovens, re
Vans
miles, 1 owner. This car is
frigerators, washers &
in mint condition. See at
DODGE Mini Vans 1988 dryers Service on most
FOR Lease . Business
Black's Decorating Center
makes and models. G E
GOVERNME
NT
HOMES'
$11,000
PS, PB, A/C
space, office or retail, good
or call 753-0839 or
cruise, tilt steering, like factory trained The Aplocation, price negotiable $1 (U-Repair) foreclosures, 436-2935 after
5p m.
tax delinquent property
new, 7,000 miles 1986 pliance Works. Dr Rob Ma489-2633
Now selling This area! Call 1984 DODGE Dayton
$9,000, 41,000, all options, so n Rd . Hwy 783,
753-2455
(refundable) 5-speed with extra 40.XXX, very sharp 1984 Plymouth
380
1-518-459-3546 Ext H973 good condition, great
PS,
PB,
A/C,
cruise,
tilt
price
Pets
for listings.
steering, very sharp. APPLIANCE SERVICE
753-5486
& Supplies
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
HOUSE For Sale In Town. 1984 MONTE Carlo T $5,800 753-0603
3 REGISTERED Chesa
Whirlpool 29 years experi3 bedroom, 172 story, full tops, low
mileage
peake Bay Retriever pups
ses
ence Parts and service.
basement, 14 bath, gas 753-4647
for sale. 759-4023
Used
Used Appliances. Bobby
heat, glass in sun porches,
Trucks
Hopper, 753-4872 or
AKC Black Scottish Terrier good location next to Old 1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
City Park. 753-2798 or Stationwagon automatic, 1965 FORD pick up V 8 436-5848
females, $150 cash
air, nice little car, $2,450 straight shift, runs
753-0180.
489-2246
good, CLEANING Service- De759-9698.
$550 753 9 18 1 or bby's Cleaning and carpet
AKC Registered Rock - HOUSE in New Concord,
shampoo service LOW
wiener puppies, male and Ky For Sale 2 bedroom, 1985 BUICK LaSabre Lim- 753 8124 after 5p m
female. 653-6442 or central heat and air, par- ited collectors edition, 1967 CHEVROLET pick- PRICES Please call!
901-247-5445
tially under ground, low util, 82,000 miles, extra nice up new engine, real
653-6504.
sharp
car Reduced from $6,000 753-4832, ask for
ities, $35,000. 436-2639.
Nick
CLOTHES made from
to $5.600 759-9698
FOR Sale or Trade AKC
1968 CHEVY pick-up, cus- scratch, alterations, or lust
Rottweiler puppies
Need An xtra Car tom interior- est over a patch Call 753-8569 ask
470
753-6879
for Diana
$1000, 350 Cl 400, auto
For A Few Days?
AKC Toy Poodles $150, 1
transmission
Some rust. DAVE .Williams Auto Re.
!lent From Gene At
Motorcycles
male, 2 females, ready to
Good restorable truck
pair, Coldwater, Ky Good
DWAIN
TAYLOR
go! 901-642-9174
1980 750-K HONDA,
$1200, obo 489-2368 after service for lessl 489-2279
CHEVROLET, INC.
12,000 actual miles. Nice
5p m.
AKC Toy Poodles: 7 weeks
DUNAWAY'S Painting- inbike $1000 obo 489-2368
502-753-2617
1968 DODGE 2 ton, good terior, exterior, residential,
old, $150. 901-642-9174.
after 5p m
bed, hoist, 2-speed trans- commercial 753-6951, if
GERMAN Sheperd pup- 1985
200X 3-WHEELER . 1985 Z-28 blue, excellent mission, $1,200 492-8824 no answer, 753-2332. Ask
pies for sale. black/ tan arid
excellent condition, lots of condition, low mileage
black/ silver, $75-$100
1968 DODGE v. ton 318 for Mike
437-4703
extras, $650 753-3648
492-8745
4-speed, good condition FENCE sales at Sears
BORDERS Cycle and ATV 1986 CHRYSLER LeBa- $650 753-7161
now Call Sears 753-2310
Center Used ATVs, parts, ron 4 door, extra nice
for free estimate for your
1970
CHEVY
Pickup'350
$3,800
Rick's
Vinyl
.130
Roofs
service, accessories and
automatic, power brakes needs
Real
tires 200 North Main, Ben- & Motor Sales 753-9872
$900
Phone 759-4990 or FOR all your hauling needs
Estate
ton, Ky 502-527-1680
1986 MAZDA 323' 38,XXX 759-4086
of any kind, city or county,
miles, air, 5-speed, AM-FM
KOPPERUD Realty offers
/80
1978 FORD automatic, call 436-5574
cassette, sunroof
a complete range of Real
Pa PS, topper, excellent FOR most any type driveAuto
759-1855 after 5p m
Estate services with a wide
Services
condition 489-2435
way white rock also, any
selection of quality homes,
1986 OLDS Cutlass Cera
type
gravel, dirt and sand
all prices. 753-1222, toll
MPORT Auto Salvage
LS 4 door, fully loaded, V-6 1979 FORD Bronco 6" lift
call Roger Hudson,
free 1-800-251-HOME Ext Specializing in foreign cars engine, 33
MPG on the completely rebuilt 460 mo- 753-4545
or 753-6763
711L for courteous, compe- Open Monday through Sa- road extra sharp,
triple tor, new shocks, drive train,
tent Real Estate service turday; 8a.m. to 5p rn., charcoal gray, wire
15/38
5
GENERAL
tires
lots
of extras
Carpentry
wheels,
We make buying & selling 474-2325.
needs finishing Sacrifice at building and remodeling,
luggage rack vinyl roof
Real Estate easy for you
$3,500 759-1268
753-6244
also roofing Kevin or Mark
Penner 759-4422
1986 OLDS 98 Regency 1980 FORD Courier
Brougham silver, blue in- 5-speed, topper, good con- GENERAL repair- Carpenterior. 35.000 miles Call dition. $1,650 753-9181 or try, plumbing, roofing, yard
753-8124 after 5p m
after 6p m 753-2558
and tree work wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642
1965 VW Bug for sale o
1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
1984 CHEVY Silverado
trade for good set of 14 4 door, automatic air, tilt, swb 4x4 11" lift, 38" tires, GUTTERING by
Sears
white letter tires rebuilt en- cruise 68,000 miles, good chrome wheels, 305 Cl, Sears continuous
gutters
gine and sone new interior. condition
PW PB, air, cruise tilt installed for your specifica$4,450
753-5058
759-9698
AMIFM cassette Nice in tions Call Sears 753-2310
1974 DODGE Monoco, 1986 RED Firebird 20.000 tenor Extra sharp Auto- for tree estimate
nice car 1976 Olds for actual miles Call after matic transmission going HAMILTON
Cultured
bad- but still drivable
parts 1961 Ford pick-up
4p m 437-4616
$7500 obo 489-2368 after marble and tile 643 Old
753-8014
Benton Rd 753-9400
5p m
1987 CAPRICE Classic
Hal Nance
1978 CUTLASS Supreme
V-8,new
$6,700,
tires
exQualified Professional
59,000 actual miles, extra tra nice 437-4422 or 1984 F-150 PS, 3-speed
sharp 753-9823 after 437-4723
Put Number 1
over drive, 300 6 cylinder,
to work for ',vu
5p m
$3,800 firm 435-4278
1987 YUGO looks and
1978 MARK V Lincoln: runs like new. 27-30 MPG, 1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
88,000 miles. good condi- $2.675 or best offer
the rear, fair on the front
tion Also commercial sun- 753-6726
Loretta-Jan Realtors
works 40 pole, excellent
tan bed 437-4755
, 303 N. 12th 753-1492
condition 345-2561

Let Barry
repair your
factory ster
WORLD
OF SOUND

Now it's

Rental Income
Properties For Sale
*32 Unit Apartment Complex in
prime location just south of Main
Street on 12th Street(Hwy. 641). All
units are 2-bedroom and have central
gas heat and air.

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillx, lx. of
Paris, TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Pogram Vehicles
901-642.3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
loaded, 26,000 miles 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509
1987 NISSAN truck
5-speed, new tires, 42,XXX
mile, $4,000 753-3648
TRUCKSI Trucks! Trucks'
Pick-upsl Small trucks'
4x4sl For information call
Rick or Chuck at Rick's
Vinyl Roofs & Motor Sales
753-9872

For All
Your
Roofing
Needs
Call
Steve
Brown
498-8995

Free
Estimates
AuI Work
Guaranteed

Painting
& Paper Hanging

Jap Seed

Carraway
Farms
121 South
Neale Road
753-5522

HAY for sale 437 4 —

:4STC11 KITCHEN :A8NE':
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see

753-3716
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437 4113
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753 2220

P oL
,
JOBS

*AUCTION*
The Annual Gigantic Consignment

JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAR. 11. 1989

WILL do plumbing irstalla
ton & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 492 8899 o'
753-1308

*** GET INTO ***
c_6(
0'

,

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436 2811

9:00

A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY!!
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT
BRINGS THOUSANDS OF BUYERS
TO MAYFIELD KENTUCKY"

YEAR AFTER YEAR ...
SUCCESS AFTER SUCCESS

t.ti

It You Have Machinery To Consion
James R. Cash To Be Included V "Nationwide Advertising Program, 0Your Equipment To The Fal,jr0Und, T
Or Friday Prior To Inn
There Will Be Buyers For All Mai.7!--

MEN & WOMEN 17 - 62
Train now for government eiam,'
City County State and Federal le.
41! -IRI/S.S1.1R1
IS
$10
•
hr.
ic !Mill

18

•

If You Are In Need 0! Some Cnn
Machinery Don't Forget Tnis Aucticit'
Are Already Several Farm And
Machinery Sell Outs Cons
To This Auction"

Civil service lobs
High School diplomii
present lob while prer,
Government exams
hour Workshop wit'
Exam demonstration

2

MR FARMER DON'T FOOL YOUP
EQUIPMENT AWAY" THE BIG SALE
BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

t

Workshop will be held by:
NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE INC

?..

SATURDAY. MAR. 11, 1989

Holiday Inn, Mayfield, KY
Hwy. 45 By-Pass at St. 121
Thursday, March 2, 1989
11:00 a.m. OR 7:00 p.m.

EVERY YEAR IS BIGGER AND BETTER"

AMES R. CASH
74. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY 42039
(502)623-8466 Or (502)623-6388 *

A Fee of $5 is Required al Door!

"The Selling Machine"

•••••••••"111111b

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
911

1 1

•,,,",,e44 Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Phone
TutiVaiii) 753-25
Murray, Ky
71
•4•NOgrA.t

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trani, and Carrier dealer
for tales and service In Murray
and Calloway County.
802 Ch•stnut.

0

753_8181

• -4•61..•

if

Murray•Calloway County Hospital

WANE
IOW

753-5131

d

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588

753-9841

Center Dr

•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on bcitiv side molchno
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and taagate

AU,Jrniforim,

Calloway County Rescue Squad

‘--,C1,,,j

Cad Us Today!
ARRI ,4A/S. i•S(At VII/ s

753-6952

753-8407

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing r,

75341SK
•Corpets dry within 1-2 hours or less.
•towest rotes possible.
•Prompt and efficient service.

Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd,

753-5606

To place your ad in
Miss Mary's Play School
is now under new ownership!
New Owner: Paula Palmer
Director: Sara Johnson

the Dial-A-Service

can: 753-1916
Vionday-Fridav 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Satin-dm 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

Hours: 6:30a.m.-5:15p m

610 Ryan Ave,

753-4181

(rt t 4 1 5.

Boston Tea Party
M -F 8 5

(Behind old

•

Nolping Mood Corp0 Claming Co.

All units have great potential for
higher than present rent. All units
have excellent occupancy rate.

753-1222

PLUMBING repairman ivith
same day service Call
759-4850

121 By-Pass

'8-Unit Apartment Building. Located
two blocks west of Murray State
University campus.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair. leveling underpin
ning, set ups tear-downs.
roofs, floors, plumbing. wir
irig, washing, hurricane
straps 759 4850

Red Clover
Timothy

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

Jim Day

ZJ

*12 Unit Apartment Complex across
from MSU campus.

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759 4751

LAURA'S Cleaning Ser
QUALITY construction, rethy--—pairs and alteration Free
vractes
on i ngl
ma
e W
an dcfe
Alese
okslypring
estimates Call G & A.
Excellent references
436-2617
247-4789
ROCKY COLSON Home
LEAKY Roof? Add Repair Roofing, siding,
Swepco's highly protective painting, plumbing, con
roof coating Business, crete Free estimates Call
schools churches, mobile 474-2307 or 753-6973
homes Guaranteed' For
more information on how to SEWING Machine Repair
get a Free roof survey call All makes and models,
home and industry Call
436-2312
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky

Look who
gives you the
hometown
advantage.

711 Main

I1

the
Murray Ledger & Times

&AO

Apartments
For Rent
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MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Executive Committee Elected
•

The new executive committee of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Medical Staff has been
elected for the 1989 calendar year.
The committee provides leadership
for the forty-seven physician
medical staff.

Is Your Weight

chief of staff is to provide a liaison Hart succeeds Dr. Robert Hughes as the National Board of Medical
between the medical staff and the president. Dr. Hughes, a family Examiners. Dr. Yezerski joined the
board of commissioners, of which practitioner in Murray since 1984, medical staff in 1987.
he is a member because of his now holds the position of pastThe new chief of surgery is Dr.
medical staff position. He also president of the executive Phillip Klapper, a board certified
provides technical and medical committee.
otolaryngologist (ear, nose and
expertise at the commissioners'
throat specialist) with a subThe president elect is Dr. Richard
level.
specialty
in facial plastic surgery.
The new president is Dr. James Blalock, a board certified internal Dr. Klapper has been on the
medical
specialist
with a subHart, Jr., a board certified
medical staff for 11 years.
ophthalmologist. As president, Dr. specialty interest in cardiology. Dr.
Dr. Charles Clark, board certified
Hart will be responsible for Blalock is a Murray native who in family practice, is chief
of
joined
the
hospital's medical staff in
administrative work involving its
medicine. He has practiced in
1981.
members.
Murray for 38 years and was named
A native of Murray and a member
Filling the secretary position is "Doctor of the Year" in 1985 by the
of the medical staff since 1983, Dr. Dr. John Yezerski, a diplomate of
Kentucky Academy of Family
Physicians.
The executive committee of the
medical staff is structured to provide
leadership
and
effective
communication
between
physicians, administrator and the
board of commissioners.

Remaining as chief of the
medical staff, for his third and final
year, is Dr. Dan Miller, a hoardcertified internal medicine
specialist.
A_ native of Murray, Dr. Miller
joined the hospital medical staff in
101. His primary responsibility as

ExectitiN e Committee Members

Making You Sick?

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!
753-1826

Blood donors build credit through hospital blood bank

Giving blood is a good investment
Dr. Dan Miller
Chief of Staff

Dr. James Hart, Jr
Pr ettil en t

Dr. Robert Hughes
Past President

Dr. Richard Blalock
President Elect

Dr. Phillip Klapper
Chief of Surgery

Dr. John Yezerski
Secretary

Dr. Charles Clark
Chief of Medicine

Most Americans have insurance friends and neighbors who
need
on everything from fingers to blood because of surgery,
anemia,
condos. The reason you insure is childbirth, blood
disorders,
simple; you want your family accidents, cancer,
kidney and liver
protected in an emergency.
diseases.
The Blood Bank at Murray"The hospital needs 80-100 units
Calloway County Hospital operates of blood per month to meet
patient
on the same principle. When you demand," said Al Sullivan,
chief
give blood, on a regular basis, you laboratory technologist.
"Since the
receive credit for the units of blood blood bank opened in
1974, the
you give.
hospital has been supported almost
When a medical emergency entirely by local blood
donors and
arises, all the members of your that's a tremendo
us community
immediate family will receive blood effort for which we're thankful"
free of charge. Your immediate
family includes your spouse,
"This year however, blood
children, parents, parents-in-law, 'donations have been slower during
grandparents and grandparents-in- the months of January and
law.
February," Sullivan said. "Of
Not only does the blood you course, the flu epidemic has
donate insure you and your family
prevented many regular donors from
of a free blood supply, it helps your giving but we hope to see an

increased turn out in the next few
weeks."
Giving blood is simple and easy;
yet, it makes the difference between
life and death. You can become a
blood donOr if you are between the
ages of 18 and 66; weigh more than
110 pounds; do not have AIDS; and
are free of any continuing or
debilitating diseases.'
It's an inexpensive investment
with a maximum return. If you
would like to start a blood credit for
your loved ones, call the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Blood
Bank at (502) 753-5131 Monday
through Fiday between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. or stop by the Blood
Bank on the first floor of the
hospital. You could save a life
today.

March Health Calendar
Support Groups
Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, March 7
"Hospital Chaplaincy"
Rita Moody, M.S., MCCH Chaplian
4:00-5:00 p.m
Hospital Board Room
Call Nancy Rose for more information.

Laryngectomee Support

for a free l'hxsieian Director,
call
1-8011-3,42-N1CCH in kentur
I-SOO-544-11C( T11 out•of-state

Group

Friday, March 10
4:00 p m
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins.M.S., or Ann Ingle, R.N for
more Information

Health Ex•ress
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse,
vision, and glaucoma screenings at
all of its stops during the month of
March.
For $4, you can purchase a stool
for Occult Blood Screening Kit to
detect blood in the stool.

Bereavement Support Group
rery Wednesday
30 11 00 a m
iospital Chapel
J.-ill Nancy Rose for more information

Alzheimer's Disease Information[
Educational Meeting
uesday. March 14
"Energizing. Revitalizing and Renewal for the
Caregiver"
Paulette Kent R N and Kathy Culber, R.N.
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday. March 28
Both groups meet at 4.30 p.m
Hospital Board Room
Call Cindy Ragsdale for an informational Packet.

Parkinson's Disease Support
Group
Fnday, March 24
12 Noon
Hospital Education Unit
Call Dixie Hopkins. M.S.,or Ann Ingle, AN., for
more information.

For class information and preregistration. call Nancy Orr. Perinatal
Education Coordinator at(502) 753-5131
or 1502, 753-6821.

Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Session I
Thursdays, March 2, 9, 23 and 30
Session II
Mondays, March 6. 13, 20 and 27
7:00-930 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Refresher Class ($10)
Wednesdays, March 22 and 29
700-9:00 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Parenting Class ($10)

Community Events
Fresh Start
Smoking Cessation Class
March 20, 22, 27 and 20
5:30-730 p.m
Hospital Board Room

Wednesdays, March 1 and 8
7:00-9:00 p m
Hospital Education Unit

Post-Partum exercise Class ($26)
By Appointment
Hospital Physical Therapy DeP4trtment

Sibling Class (FREE)

March is National Nutrition Month
Watch for a weekly nutntion article in the Murray
Ledger & Times duling the month of March
d

Saturday, March 11
10:00 a.m.
Hospital Educaiton Unit
(Bring a doll or stuffed animal)

%Ne
.N,
'ldurra
ney
sday, March 1
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Thursday, March 2
•Dukedom
Jim's Garage
9-11 a.m.
-Cuba
Cuba Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 7
-Lynnville
Lynnville Grocery
9-11 a.m.
-Tri City
Tri City Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 8
-Cherry Corner
Good Shepherd Methodist Church
9-11 a.m.
-New Providence
Church of Christ
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 9
•Buchanan
Post Office
A
9-11 a.m.
•Purycar
Community Center
12:30-2:30 p.m..

Monday, March 13
•Gilbertsville
Ken-Bar Inn
9-11 a.m.
Tuesday, March 14
-Murray
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
-Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 15
-Murray
Willis Center
10 a.m. - 12 noon
Thursday, March 16
-Coldwater
Church of Christ
9-11 a.m.
-Farmington
First National Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday. March 21
-Briensburg
Multivision Cable TV
9-11 a.m.
-Dratfemale
Lot Beside Dairy Queen
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 22
-Murray
Dixieland Center
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 23
-Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, March 28
-Dublin
Chapman's Grocery
9-11 a.m.
-Thomasville
Biggs market
12:30-2:30 p.m.

